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part I
il stuàj has been made of the vaponr phase pyrolysis 
Qf viayjL ’bensoat©. Vinyl bensoat© is a model compound for the 
study of end «"groups formed during the pyrolysis of Tory lone ? 
poly(0thylen@ torophthalate)»
Vinyl hensoate has been pyrolysed in a flow reactor ore.:, 
the temperature range 450-550^^3 gas«chromâtograpby has been usee 
to analyse the products quantitatively while the gases were snalj 
by the standard gas absorption methods, The primary .findings ax 
as follows r.
The overall composite pyrolysis of vinyl benzoate is a 
first order reaction with a.ii activation energy of 3^ ol Il,cal mol 
The activation energies of the primary routes have been calculai-' 
In addition to the products observed during earlier work? small 
amounts of diphenyl and 1;>3'“butadiene have now been detected In 
the pyrolysate3 which have been attributed to a minor free 
radical decarboxylation (Route C^)? but the overall decarboxyl­
ation seems to proceed*, as previously deduced? largely by a 
molecular mechanism. Confirmation of the mechanism previously 
proposed for the r/o^ reaction lias been obtained by preparing 
and pyrolyaing isotope labelled vinyl benaîoat© (Phs&^qq^oGHlGR^ ) 
The eatalytic decomposition of vinyl bea#oate in the
prememee of metals Fb? Gd^ Bi; Ime been etudiedo ân
apparatus has been designed by means of which low-melting metal;- 
were fed dropvfise into the flow reactor at a desired feed-rate? 
siamltaneous.ly with the liquid ester^ In general the metal 
increased the pyrolysis In the -following orders 
S n X  m> ) Ga }  B1 
3n is the most effectI've ? inoroaslng the total pjroljo: 
by ca„ 4^0
Fart II
In the second part^bf the thesis evidence has been 
sought to explain the knowm^umexpGCted formation of bensaldohyd' 
on p)yrolyeis of 2-phemozyethyl acetate. A model compound 
Ip2-d:lphen0xyethane has been pjrolysed and a reaction scheme 
devlBod" which adequately aeoountc^ for the produ©tso A free^  
radical mechanism for the production of benaaldehyde is 
postulated*
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Part I
â study hae been made of the vapour phase pyrolysis 
of vinyl bensoat©. VIny1 bensoate is a model eompotmd'for the 
study of ©nd“groups formed during the pyrolysis of ferjlene? 
pQ ly { © t hy le ne terephtliala-te ).
?injl bensoat© has been pyrolysed im a flow reactor over 
the temperature rang© 450"550^83 gas-ahromatograpby has been used 
to analyse the products quantitatively while the gases were analysed 
by the standard gas absorption methods, The primary findings are 
as follows 0
The overall composite pyrolysis of vinyl bensoate is a 
first order réaction with an activation energy of 58o? K.cal/molo 
The activation energies of the primary routes have been calculatedo 
In addition to the products observed during earlier work? small 
amounts @f diphenyl and 1 ?5-butadiene have now been detected in 
the pyrolysats? ?/hleh have been attributed to a minor free 
radical decarboxylation (Route G^)? but the overall decarboxyl­
ation seems to proceed? as' previously deduced? lax’gely by a 
molecular mechanism, Confirmation of the mechanism previously 
proposed for the h/g^ reaction has been obtained by preparing 
and pyrolysing isotope labelled vinyl bensoste (Fho^ -'^ GQ, oOHsGE^ ) »
The catalytic decomposition of vinyl bensoat© in the
pr@8©no© of metals {Bn? Pb? Gd? Bi) tos been studiecU Am 
apparatus has been desigmed by means of which low-melting metals 
were fed dropwise into the flow reactor at a desired feed-rate? 
simultaneously with the liquid ester* In general the metal 
increased the pyrolysis in the following orders 
Sn'y Pb y Od y Bi 
Bn is the most effective? increasing the total pyz^olysis 
y eao 4 ^ 0
Part II
In the second partof the thesis evidence has been 
ought to explain the knownounexpected formation of bensaldehyde 
pyrolysis of 2-phenoxyethyl acetate * â model compound 
Ip2“diphenoxysthanQ has been pyrplysed and a reaction scheme 
devised" which adequately accountts for the products* A free 
radical mechanism for the production of bensaldehyde is 
postulated.,
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Within the last twenty years polymeric materials 
have assnesd an ©vor-increasing commercial importance. The 
îsost serious disadvantage of oz\ganic polymers as cons true 11 onal 
materials is their inability to withstand quit© moderate 
service temparaturQC. Most of these materials have a 
ceiling operating temperature in the region of 250°G* %t is 
thus extremely important to study the thermal hroaMown 
of polymers with a view to olucidation of the pyrolysis mechanig 
If this meehanism w©re known? an attempt might he mado to 
modify the ctnictiire of the polymer in such a way as to 
incraaso its thermal stability, or to inhibit docompesitioa 
by the isioorporation of etahilisors^
Pyrolysis of organic compounds has a notable
field of research for a number of years? and the quaiite^tivo 
nature of the degraclatlosv procoso of many substances is now 
well ©BtabliBhad 11 L In thee© laboratories Ritchie et al* ^ Hi n.'r.-nsi^p-^
[ 2? 5j have mad© a sjstematio study of the thermal decomposit,ion 
of poly (ethylene f uRzazcato ) and its cross-linked derivatives? 
and also of the Gommeroially important polyester terylene ? 
poly (crthjlens terophthalato ) . It iias eoon realised that the 
pyrolysis of these compounds led to complex résulta? owing to 
tho diversity of th© products obtained ^ It was dec idea
therefore ? to investigate the pyrolys is of various model compounds 
which could be regarded as representing .fragments of the original 
polymer chain? or products ox its primaxy dégradâtion. Hence 
the investigations have been concerned in the main with simple
esters ? rather .than the polyesters* The pyrolysis of the simple
esters themselves led to a diversity of results^ A brief summary 
of the most important ester breakdown routes is given below,
io The pyrolysis of Esters.—*—----~ ~M ji n: —"Ta=a?== 7 ~ T
It is known ths.t alkyl esters pyrolyse to give an acid
d an olefin [4]° This route may be represented by the 
following- scheme ^
R.GOo .GIL,  — 4 . RoGOnE i- GIL,i* iIj fC Ij t*
ester acid olefin
It was originally thought that eeter-breakdown occurred by one 
rout© only^ and in fact ester pyrolysis was recognised asi a 
method of olefin preparation. It was not realised at first that 
this route could be aooompamled by other competing routes.
How ev 0 r ? w11h the adve nt of better analyt io a1 tec haiquos ? 
notably gas chi’omatographj? it has been shown that esters may 
breakdown by a number of routes ? and although the above equation 
zxepresents a reaction of .prima>ry importance it need not be the 
major route in any particular case * and may sometime? in fact ? 
be structurally proeluded.
Several example e ara now- kno'en of eeteie rkfck 
breakdown ay aore'thoei ore rou.tea for exa::tplc ? allvl 
acetate dGCOieroeos by at least two primarj route© [pj? 
phe?yl Ecrjlate by four [6j? and ieopropenyX acetate by 
five [?]* kôcGVor? thoro are oxamplco in the literature 
of estera dccorposiar by one route only, Barton |6j has 
©hour, that (-)-acrthyl bszieoate pyroljecc by oac route 
only^ tbough aero two- isoreric olefins ar- formed along 
with free cartoryliG acid.
r"
50 G
g
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Sluix' [9] found thr.it uador oiiuilar conditions c:^'ClO'^ 
horyl beuzocte pyrolyooG to give benzoic aoid and cjclohsrcac 
onlvr but in the preoemce of Wood's metal and ito compbueutc. 
as catalysts? it also givos several other compounds including 
diphenyl? Icazaldehydo ? unci c^clohexanoner,
In addition to these primary routes ? oscoudary uud 
QUOA tortiarp breakdown of tiie original primary products can
4OGG&ir, The nximher of routes? and the extent to whloh each 
QQ&UTBÿ will depend cm a large number of independent factors % 
such as polarity of substituents? number of available point
^ - S *  ™  ...I r s  1j" m  -S t , * -4“ r .  M «  m r t * l  t à » ‘> T i ’i i O  O  i n  *3 •1“  i t t '!?,'* <■! •?'* O i / " I  *îr!i a
of scission? weak points in the molecule? and steric ra^etorso 
Inoreaee in temperature and catalysis may also alter the
reaction 8©h@m©o Carbonisation was at one time thought to
affect th© pyrolysis |10]$ though more recent work bj Bailey
[11] and Royals [12] has shown that this has vezy little
effecto However? in the p^^esent work? the reactor was
deoarbonisad before each run In order to eliminate any
possible effects of this variable* As a result of extensive
work on pyrolysis of esters? Ritchie jst a l » [2? 5? 13] have
classified the general modes of thermal breakdown? and a
nomenclature 1ms been developed, A brief description is
given below,
1,1,3.* A3Jcyl-oxygen and Alkenyl^oxygen Scission* Route A
This genera,! reaction Involves rupture of the bond 
between oxygen and the alkyl or alkenyl group, The 
alkyl-oxygen type may be subdivided depending upon the 
presence or absence of P-hydrogen atom in the alkyl group thus 
HiCC^ oOH<'-— -9» RiCOgH + %  >080.^
- V r,, 1- ' , I
H o C G< > HÛGOgH + ^OsC^C. A^
Metkyl ace tat© lacking a p^hyârogan atom ’breeaka 
down In part 'by scission to give acetic acid and
e t hy le me [ 14 J *
GE.*.GOoGB^— .GOpE ^  A
Ethyl acetate3 on the other hand5 breaks down 
mainly to give acetic acid and erfehylene by A- scission
[4,16].
GfL oGO,,G„.!L--^ GH,,Ca,H -f- G %  : GB^
Ï-Ï Æ  i'j rj '■ O  fij . C, ■ ilr
The aJdœnjl-oxygen type occnx's as follows?
% Ç f f O O O O O C -
HoCOg «GsGH— ~> K„COj,H <- -CiG- ........... A3
Thus ; viayl bessisoata can breakdown by scission 
to give bensoic acid and aeetyleao [g].
C„H„ oCO,, oCHsGa,-— -î> C»H.,oOO.,H ■;■ CHsCH .......... A®
K3 ^  f-j iifi w  w  Æi>
scission In estex's is the most important si.ngJe 
classical route. It involves the rupture of the carbon-ozygezz 
bond and proton transfer, The scission req’aix’es the presence 
of a p-hydrogen in the alkyl group of the molecule,
The reaction was fl:rst reported by Heintz [I5] (for 
ethyl acetate)? and later by Oppe.nh©im and Precht [4j * Still 
later? Hu.rd and Blmiek [ 16] studied' the A- scission process in 
detail in tertiary alkyl formates and acetates? and proposed 
a scheme of esters breakdown, i.nvolving hydrogen bxuLclges,
Eaters possessing a p-hydrogen atom would undergo a chelat© 
type of 6-atom ring closure-> yia a îiydroga.u bridge o Electron 
rearrangement would lead to a d d  and olefin, as follows: 
i L . m*
\  ,-i\
0 C , H„ 0 /  \ Ç  O ES
■ 1! I —-— I "I — — ^
E . G. .0 . R, H » 0. J3 o H®
0 '0
? CE®
v> n P
They rejected? however? a i^adical chain mechanism*, 
because this called for more products than were found experi^ 
mentally.
Several other mechanisms have been put forward 
notably on© by IVarrick and Fugassl [I?]? who proposed that the 
transition state could be regarded as a pseudo four-centr© 
system of the typos
R o Q 7 %> sÎ I
Bla.d©s [is] did not find any evidence of a free 
radical process on pyrolysing various esters using the toluene 
f low-teclmiqu© c
However? the six-membsred ring intermediate proposed by 
Hurd and Blunck [16] is now fairLly generally aoceptedo
It is known that two rules govern elimination reaotlong 
in general, The Hof manu rule [19]'states that the elirainàtion 
of olefin from a quaternary ammonium hydroxide will lead to 
preferential formation of that olefin carrying the smallest 
number of attached alkyl groups? while the Seytzeff rule [20] 
states that elimination will lead to the ^^referential formation 
of that olefin carrying the largest number of attached alkyl 
group* This rule lias been found to apply to elimination 
re act ions of secondary and tei'tlary alkyl bromides [20],
For an unsymmetrieal branohed-cha1n ester? two different 
olefins can be produced by #  scission* Houtman? ?au Steeirls? 
and Heer-t'jss [lo ] found that on pyrolysis of ^-butyl acetate 
two olefins were produced thuss
AoO-0aie,CH,.CH, — -SSSFL^ Ac OR + K  C t . CH*„ GH GHç
ÇÛP *' (O- /<»
56^ 0
449&
Bailey and King [22j concluded that gag-phase eliminations in 
general are governed by the Hofmann rule^ However? later 
workers [12  ^ 33 & 24J showed that Balley'^ s, work was in error?
eand subsequently Bailey and Imle [11] themselves could not 
reproduce thei?; own previous results*
Mao coll [ 18 j ? in 0, discussion of published results? 
showed that elimination reactions could be thought of as 
Qi?iasi-heterolytic 3 and compared the reaction with the Eg 
mechanisms operating in solutions ^ H© also showed that tha 
relative rates of decomposition to acid and olefin for ethjX^ 
isopropyl ? and t-butyl acetates are in the ratio of Is 2 6 s5 1 5 0  
and Is2 0 s7 2 0  for the corresponding formates which indicates 
that the thermal stability of alKyl esters Is not strongly 
dependent upon the nature of th© parent carboxjlic acid. 
Maocoll concludeB that the reactiozi is best considered as s 
nuoleophilie attack of the oxygon on the p-hydrogen atom? and 
that it is the forming of the 0-H bond which determines the 
rate and not the breaking of the alkyl-oxygen bond, Although 
Maccoll upholds the Hofmann theory^ which Ingold has shown
to imply induotiv© control of the réaction? several mar® 
recent papers have questioned the specificity of direction 
of ellmiriatioms ,
In view of these coaflieiing results no firm 
COnolus3 one have been drawn here regarding this specifioityo
QWher© no p-hydro gem is available? sciseion ocours, 
to a minor extent* High températures ara required for such 
x^eactions which probably ocours by a radical mechanism* Hurd 
[l6j suggests that the stability of methyl esters is clue to 
their inability to form a bored oyclio transition state.
AS type seission may bs compared with alkyl-oxygen 
scission of saturated esters (a^)* It is probable that the 
mechanism suggested by Hiir© and Blunck toT A" scission applies 
also to scission*
la2, Acyl-oxygen Scission* - Rout© B*
This class of reaction can be subdivided into two 
categories ? and B 3 , sine© a hydrogen atom can migrate from 
either of tvrn sites leading to two different pairs of products? 
aa shown belows
Z C B ' G O  i 0 * G H < > O s O  + HO'CH'C ....----
V t u * ^
/ e H - G O j  O.CH< — ^  >CH-Gao 0 :G<.    . . .B®
E
In the absence of a p-hydz'ogen atom? slkyl-oxygen 
scission is px^cluded? and a route B. is norj^ally predominant ? 
yielding either two carbonyl compounds or an alcohol and a ketoa. 
The latter is normally a very minor roixte.
An example of .B3> scission is provided by the
10
decomposition of phenyl acetate [16j@ thue's
CHg .CQgPh àms^, CH ; CO + PhOH ...... .B3.
Itethjrl acetate decomposes at 1100°C by B® scissioa
to give the following products [I4 ]:
CHg.COgCEg Ü £ 2IS.> [CHg.GHO + H.cno]
i
Secondary products
Benzyl benzoate breaks down by scission to give bensaldehyde 
thus [2 5 ]?
BzÛoCHocPh — ^  2 PîuCHO ns0 0 0 * * 0 0  J w
Generally? however? an ester must be subjected to 
higher temperatures before acyJ“0X5fgen scission can ba Inducedo
1 * 1o 5. Becarbonylations Route Gl
Loss of carbon monoxide (i .a , deearbonylation)? is 
normally a reaction more characteristic of aldehydes and 
ketones than of esters. However, there are examples of 
ester decarbonylation in the literature* These have 
involved either esters oo.ntaining an aldehydic or ketonic 
group? or esters undergoing decarbonylation as a s8Condai*y 
reactio El? having first undergone primary rearrangement to a 
labile aldehydlo or ketonic intermediate.
11
Phenyl formate | 26j provides a. slraplG'exs.mpXc of 
ester deoarbonylationo The formation of carbon monoxide 
and phenol from phenyl acrylate [6J depends on primary formation 
of phenyl formate? which then breaks down as mentioned
GE, sGH.COoPh [lECOoPhJ
vS/
GO PhOH
Ritchie et a l j 2 l  have shown that in the case of vinylT:-f-rf C» H-#
esters, the decarboiiylation proceeds by way of primary 
rearrangement to a p-keto-aldehyde? ?/hicli then predictably 
loses carbon monoxide, Becarboiijlation of an c;-keto-ester has 
been studied by Galvlm and Lemman[68] ? vzho pyrolysed a 
-labelled ethyl pyruvate o<>oarbonyl group) and
established the surprising result that the eliminated carbon 
monoxide originated in the ester grouping and not the 
(%-ke t o -gro up tlius s
OHg .i^CO.COgBt — ÿ GO ^<iC-product5 
No meohaaisGi has yet been proposed to account for this 
unexpected mode of breakdown,
lolo4o B©carboxylations Route G^
Though the thermal decarboxylation of acids is common? 
ester decarboxylation was until recently an infrequently 
recorded mode of thermal decomposition.
12
AuBQhntz [67] observed this reaction as early as 1865 duxuuig 
the pyrolysis of phenyl malea,t© (or fumarato)s
PhOgC oGHsGHoCOg Ph ^  PhoCH-s GHoPh
Allan? McGee and Eito hie [7j found' that decarboxylation 
(g^ o 10^) competes in the complex pyrolysis of oyolohexc-I^ 
enyl benzoate at gOO^G
OoCOoPh Ph
>  / "»
Similarly? phenyl axryXato [6j yields styrazi© and carbon
monoxld© among other competing reactions:
ca, !GH.OO.>.P'h ®°S ■'■ GHsSaPA).<b> îÿj .  ^ ^
Vinyl benzoate? which is isomeric with phenyl acrylate? 
also yields similar products among other competing react!one 
[2]»
In general? décarboxylation reaction ocours only in an 
ester R= OC^R" vdi&mU ami or E^ show either aliphatic or 
aromatic urns a t ura t i on, A complex example was noted by 
Bennett? Jonesj, and Ritchie [ 28]? who found that c^sa'- 
dicyanobenzyl benzoate undergoes decarboxylation (ca, 20^) 
In competition with other modes of breakdown^
This has been explained as due to the influence of
the C|N groups
PhG 'Op 0 G 0 ( G H 0 ■ {0 H }g i' G 0  ^ o,a«*Be*»G
4** other competing routes
Iol*5* Biorproportionationg Route D -
This is most commonly found In unsjmmetvlQal e s t e r s a n d  
leads to compounds of greater sjmaetryo Gretcher and 
Plttemgar [2gj demonstrated this phenomenon for a half^ester 
of ethylene glycol« The reaction may he written down ass
S Ar.GOg c G %  o G %  .OH — ^  &3?oO% *GBg.*G% .GOg Ar
 ^no o  G Eg -jCRg ÿ OH cooocaeOoD
Another escample has heea recorded in these laboratories 
[5 ] In the pyrolysis of methylene dibensoate?
HSO a OlàîS tX-^===-=======aSîf.-i=ii3r.«’^  H 0 “î' GHg 0 * a o c O C O O * O o P
I0I06. Eearrangvesientg Boute
From the point of view of the present workg the 
most Important example is the thermal rearramgamemt of 
uasaturated esters to tiioir isomeric p^diketonesg first 
reported by Wislicenius[ 30] is% 19CB5o
It may bo represented thus g 
R G % o  GRliGmf'===— $'
This was confirmed by Yomig et al» F 3 0 1«Ar-iTTT» L, -J
t . t a t  tZ%o o n o l  Tarzeouà-.' o f  r . c e t û ' u  
g :\u l.a: convortcü ta tcrsoyl aootone^ ac follows:
:% P ho(X )oO :u^.ao .cH ., a i a t r 0 J  O
They postulated a nechanism involving a foHr-cmtrsh 
cyolio transition otats?
r
R
0 -  0 :: 
R - C GE^
0
(0 'h 0
. i B., h nR -
Thlo conoept has boon applied [2j to the case of 
vinyl bozisoate ax.l :lc d ice. nosed later « Other ester 
re arrange mont e arc knoun^ e og* the Frieo r o or range mcr.t ton 
about 'by a catalyst.
OuGO.mo
a a
L I
A1S31
OH
o
GO. Me
pE
L  j:
A similar purely thermal rearrangonont has bean 
cleesrlbcd by Skraup and Bene [32j *
,0 u G 0 o Q n :()& g ('a
G O ,eH ;C H c.,u — - - >  a> ,
Io2 The hyrolyoiG of Polpyethylone torenhtaalato).
Pohl [2p] studied the thermal degradation of 
poly(Gtbyl0;ao tcrorhthalate ) 'by sioasuriag the rate of
gor-ev'fvaé Es an L.o wëly.ser l1; pOC'J ;:r.l c::::clw:cE t: ' E 
rando;i chair e oie c ion v;ac coeur ring; cf. th. propre eciVv; 
réduction i:e .nclocular wolg2:tv The pyz'olycatc contaie.rê 
aoetaiEehyio£ Tvateoo and corocn aïonorides crd in additiv.;:. 
carbonyl end anhydride yrcuplngG aero dotocted» Pool 
aeancetcd that the P-inethylcac groupe ncro tho week pointe 
;ln the uo loon le*
Marshall and Todd [34j Btndied the dcgradatioii 
kinoticü of poly(othylane tcrephthalate) by foilouinp the 
change in mclt-vlooosity of tho polymer around 3G0°0; "o:.\
they aloo c^educed that random chain-oeieeicn wae oecurrinpj 
probably at the oeter lizikagas ^ producing o:ne caroonyl nrenp 
per gcicoion. They foiaid that the overall activation eecz; p 
iK 32 h-cal mole and that pyroljolo is accelorated hy caap,.;:;^  
They found acetaldebyde oaehon morionide^ carbon dionire:;. 
t Q re pht h& 1 lie acid iu the pyrolyeato together with an an id.. d :d 
fied solid thought to be a mono-alkyl ester or an acid di.^ .ern 
They tontatively postulated a free radical moclianicr. ■ 
Goodings [p3j isolated 8mall anountG of GolQuc.d 
oiaterial from the pyrolyaate of po ly ( e t hy le no terophtnnl- V'i- 
in an attempt to ozplaiüi the unwanted colour produced durk'.;;' 
tho mcAmfacture of toryleno at or above and deranutr.-t
that the presence of acotaicleljyclQ iucreaced tha rate of
décomposition.. Ho colccteu cthyleno dlbensoate as a model 
Gompomiü for the pyroljais of poly(ethjIene teraphthaiate)^
The same model was amongst those prsvioiiBly selected by 
Eiteliie etf al- [?5 3y 3^] isi a systematic study of the 
pyrolysis of poly (ethyleiie terephthalatsj ) * Preliminary 
work in these laboratories showed that pyrolysis of the 
polymer itself leads to great diversity of prod wot a To 
simplify the problem^ attention was therefore turned to model 
Gompoimds represent:uig a segment of the intact polyester ohaii 
or a primary pyrolysis product, This method proved very 
©uoQessfiil in escpXaining the general nature of the pyrolysis 
of terylene [2« 3$ 36$ 37]«
Model compounds were selected by consideration of the 
structure of the polymers
0., C . OHp . GH„ o Op C a  G G,fc.î ^  -   . .Is \  /
It was thought probable that the known scission 
of simple alkyl esters would aloo occur In this polyesterg 
with the formation of vinyl aster end-groupingso Preliminary 
work failed^ however^ to reveal ouch end-groupings in the 
pyrolysates and later stiidies with molten polyester [38j at 
340® and 450^475^0 showacl that carbon monozride. acetaldehyde.
and terspiithalle, acid uer© the major proclucis of pyrolysiB^, 
with amallor amounts of $ hensdic aeldp p^soetyl-
bdmsQle acidj aoetophemoio ^ vinyl beiisoate $ aa mioharaoterleQCi 
ketonio subetamcd) water$ me thane $ ethylene ^ and acetyleno. To 
asBist the interprotation of these eompleE résulta attention 
was turned to the following model oompoimdss
BzO.GH:, oGE. ..OBa BsOoGHo o G %  cO.GE, «OÏL uOBs£ j  Ü.S fe> f «  £j
(I) (II)
x<f L g  Q? •  eii,.  OIL. a, o f  k  c a, o  c.e, „  ca, .  o„, c
\  ^  .to t j  c-j iir V . \ .  C l  £ j  C ï
\  ___
ISÏÜ 3t «. H or Cl
BiaOoGHg'oCHg « OH BsOoGîïsCiîg
(If) (V)
Models I and III clearly represent simple repeat« 
sagmajats from within the intact polyester chain^ Model II
was ©eleetad because of the known unavoldahla incorporation 
of oeoasional ethar-liakages into the chain during poly 
condensation by way of athylemo glycol units « Model Xv* 
represents an end-group containing a half-eaterifled ethylene 
glycol molecule» while model ¥ represents the vinyl ester
' k  . 4 T ' 4 ’ \ r H t'* y  < \ G  to , . ' , '  ^ E  ' '\ .J V , ,  ' ' t ^ ^ ,V.<  ^  ^. 44 , %.* <- ' l.'V^Sj-tJ44- ,^.*.“e._.4.'-.'vy'.»  ^* p y  ^ a .' .14  ^W » „ , , I 4. » 4J ^  ^•
vk-j chain o
The pyrolysic o:C otliylene uihenaoato (model 1} ;oè 
IEo -423'^ E can be rcprooontcu by [39? 40 j :
Ph.GOc .Gri> kLO.Ph
I  . , -
ph.GC^ E i- PhoCO., .CH:0 %
It is clear that the vinyl bsnsoato produced or jk 
scission iron model 1 oui t ably repreoentG the vinyl cat or or^ 'E 
group crpBCtci an 14 ccisoiozi of the polyoeter iteel:.. . fhie 
aaygects that a study of the pyrolysis of vinyl Icor" to 
should prove a major tool in iatorpr. hhcy ear c.a.:pr 
pyrolysiü of t-crylen^. Previons wort: on pyrolpria of 'kc./l 
■fccncoate la diocuBccd below» Detail© of the pyrolynlo of era 
modal ccnpoundo is g iv e n [f] by Bitcliic et al *
Allan, Foriccin> and. Ritchie [f j have shown that vinyl 
bosisoate pyroljsGS by three compstiay routes in the tc^ L^ pcrntv 
range of 330^430. later) Muir and Ritchie [4lj detected a 
very minor fourth route (B^) at the same tomporaturoao There 
rsntcB are formulated in the foIXoriny overall rohomr% toyorh 
with the BOOondary ciceempositions previously Gctablished =
îhoCa,
W' .E OîKCHI I "
f - ------------- *
*8
O g %  ■{- eO„ PiuOH -!- GO
Pb..CHUÎE> -I- 00,
-sj [p&„GO.Cî^ .CHO]
PhoOOoGHïî "1" 00
P h * Q %  GO
4>PhoGmO OE^$GO
4 00
«a* * * o T) o Lf
C ^ û  Ù f? <I o o ^Jfh
o  4  s  {? *  »} i ô  W ” '
Osi tli© basis of asmlyaea of ey.it gases from the 
pyrolysis of vinyl bensoate» Bengough» Steedman and Eite.lii©
[42] concluded that at 510^0 » route lyb^ constitutes of 
the décomposition^ routa Q8 15^5 and rout© Ak 6^; and th© 
balance may 1>3 accounted for hy uucharacterlBed aide-reactlorn 
leading to atliylane» The above authors have.also shown that 
the overall pyrolysis of vinyl bensoat© is a homogeneous reaction 
and that fra© radicals play no appreciable part in the pyrolysis 
of vl^iyl beasoato*
1 * 3o 1 « Primary Routeb in the .Pyrolysis of Vlmyl Bemaoat©
(i) Route lljvA ie the major mod© of breakdowno It has
been postulated that vinyl bensoate rearranges to bensoyl- 
acetaXdeliyd© as suggested for the analogous rearrangemont of
20
e n o l  e a : ? : b o y y l a t o B  [ 43? :)1 j  [ s e e  S e c t i o n  l . l u  5 j  . T h i s  l a b i l e  
P - k o t o a l d o l ^ ’d o  c o u l d  not be p o s i t i v e l y  d e t e c t e d  in thé p y r o l y e a t o s  
P y r o l y s l a  o f  vinyl h a m s o a t e  gave a c e t o p h e n o n ©  
a n d  c a r b o n  m o a m i i d e , H o w e v e r »  t h e  i n s t a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  
. P - k © t o  a l d e h y d ©  i s  w e l l  k n o w n  [ 44] ^ A l l a n »  Forman ami B i t c h i o  [2j 
pyrolyBQû heu?&Qyla.c&tBlàehyàe a t  g O O a n d  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  o n l y  
3»5^  r e g a i n e d  u n d e c o m p o s e d o  M u i r  [ 9]  r e p e a t e d  t h e  p y r o l y s i s  o f  
h o n s o y l a C G t a l d e h y d e  a n d  f o i u t d  i t  t o  d e e o m p . o s ©  e s s c l u o i v o l y  t o  
c a r b o n  Eioncosid© a n d  ace t opb.enone »
A m  i n t r a m o l e c u l a r  m e G h a m l s m  i n v o l v i n g  a  e y e l i e  t r a m s i t i o a -  
s t a t e  .QÆi s u g g e s t e d  b y  [  31 j  has been applied [2 j  to
t h i s  r e a c t l o r n  o f  v i n y l  b e n s o a t e  * T h i s  l a b i l e  intermediate 
d e c o m p o s e s  f u i ' t h e r '  hy t h e  k n o w n  a l d e h y d e  r e a c t i o n  a t  h i g h  
t e m p e r a t u r e s  t o  g i v e  o a r b o m  m o n o x i d e  a n d  a . c e t o p k c a o n e  *
m
1
% 0 —  Q 0
i —%
HO EssailOlg
P h P h  F h
-3 f ^
0— G  —  0 0 C 0 O s  0
If Î 1; 1 1E G E G —  G %  G E g
(ii) The deearboiEylation reaction (route ) of vinyl 
bemsoate provided the first of a series of umakpocted ester 
âe©a,rfe©:sylatiûn;Sô Bemgough. Ritchie and Steedman [ 42 ] showed 
by moBMB of gas analyses that this reaction is mainly homogcnoous
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Imt also oacmre in part at th© walls of reaction vessel, This 
suggests that there may be two type© of mechanisms operating 
in this re801ion,
III order to ©lucidate the reaction mechanismsEaniager 
and Sitchi© [4 5 J pyrolysed vinyl o-» and j^Ghloroheasoatoe 0 
If decsrhossjlation oocurs hy a free .radical saeGhaniem» 
cliloropheiTyl and vinyl radicals should combino to give 
ehlorostyrenes with new .orientatxohb^ However» it was fomud
that in all of these oases almost the whole of the resulting 
ohloroBtjx^en© had the same orientation as the pax^ent esters 
With the help of gas ohroma,tograpby they wercj to detect
a very minor amount of differently substituted (orientated) 
cliIo3X@styren© in the pyrolyeatoo Hence» with all this evidence 
and the fact that decarboxylation is not effected bj Inhibitor's 
[4 2 ]* Emiimger and Ritchie have proposed an intreaaolecular 
mechanism such that the aryl gToixgtng is at no stag© wholly 
detached from an adjacent carbon mtom^ so that there is so 
opportunity for change of osaient at ion» thu© :
Ar GHsGm) 
i i
0 tn C 0
Ar.-.GHsGE, Ar - GHsO
f : "I J I ,
0 ^ I
J 0 *2= 0 «
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(ill) It has been suggested [45J that the 
mechanism for A‘- - scission of vinyl esters :1b similar to that 
proposed by Hurd and Blunck [16] for elimination from 
saturated esters» again involving a Eiiz^mem'bered ring) as follows
= \
0 CH
•I Jt
R - C CH
1  / '
0 CH O , CH
.!i \\ ™ = 4  4  hi
RoC OH ^  R.C\
1 o3*2* Secondary Routes in the pyrolysis of Vinyl Bensoate
Several secondary products have been detected toluene» 
from acetophenon©! benzene « from the décomposition of benzoic 
aoidç. and methane» from the decomposition product of acetaldehyde 
the latter being produced in the following way [45j s 
PhoCa, oGH?CHL PhoGOpH (PhoCO, )oGHM© <— 4  (PhoGOo h  0P&j pt* ^  ^  A f  { w
MCoGHO
lo4* Catalysed Thermal Decomposition of Ksters• TtrTT:?— T-r—r—rlf rr- -'-^— tv**-*^T—r'—• ~rT-a-r——*n— T*—  iHr«.^.^^-ftm.grtg.gV-af~i-j^-=ipfcirgjfrTgjs*«g^
Though there are not many recorded examples of the 
catalytic decomposition of esters» it is recognised [4 6 ] that 
catalysts do effect the rate of degradation and can p:?oduee 
more products than the simple thermal reactionso Sabatier 
and MaiXh© .[47] have shown that formic esters break down 
by two competitive routes on pyrolysis in-presence of
0eertaln metals (Hi» Ft» Gu);
(1 ) ?. H.COg.Oyiaj^ 1 ---\ CH3 O -i- COg ■!■ (O^Hg^ 1)30
-!- 00„ -:■ HoO + 2 0^.,,^Ü. il
(2) S.OOg.O^ag^ 1 ( « n % n  -,
The second rout© is the normal predominant scission 
of aliphatic esters. The ether from the first reaction was 
not detected in the pyroXysat©» but decomposed further to 
wates^ and olefinso Foraiic esters were found to be stable 
when pyrolysed above at 400®G under vacuum in glass tubesp 
but decomposed at lower temperature when pyrolysed over 
metalso The formates started to decompose above 220®G with 
nickel as catalyst; with platinum at 270 0^» and with copper 
at 350^Go Other catalysts have also been tried» Sonderons 
[4B] has pyrolysed ethyl acetate and ethyl butyrate over 
alumina and. thoria» and increased breakdown was observed as 
compared to the all-glass system* Other esters have been 
recorded which breakdown by several competitive routes» and 
with increased thermal bx’eakdo^m Catalysts other than
metals have been used» and increased breakdown was observedo 
For exa.mple» Pears© and Wing [49] have pyrolysed esters over 
anhydrous zinc ohlorido» rare earth hydroxides» alumina» and 
traces of sulphuric acid over pumice»
Mi-î.ir [9] pyrolysed. oyclohezyl bexisîoate in an 
aXl->glass System^ and also over Wood'^s metal. In the 
former ays tom it breaks clown e delusively by il scission to 
boBKoic acrid and oyclohoxenos
^ PhoOO^H ,..ooA^
In the presence of Y^ood^s motaj.^ howeverj? the bx^ eak-- 
down waej muoli more coaiplioatodg
»1 O G G,;v, H f 1 tBoalfOOO
Ph, OHO <. r  ^  0.00.., oBS
/ - w — >
O o <> <1 O O
Of all the Y/oocl ks metal oomponents (tin^ lead. bismuth? 
cadmium) tin was found moot effective.
lop'" Kinetic Studies on Betsr Pyrolysis
Much work has been don© on the kinetics and mscimniam 
of til© theraia.l decomposition of a variety' of esters [9 0  ^ 5 1 .U 
Makens and EversoX© [g2] have shown that the thermal break.- 
down of ethyl formate Into formic acid and ethylene is
homogynoouG and of the first having am aotlvstiom
onorgy of 40 k.oal/mo3.o. Blades [55] later found? hj 
msans of a toluon© flow-toohnigne ? that the activation 
energy of the inhibitecA reaction was 44 K.Galy/molOo 
D:lbon%yl could not 00 detected in the reaction pro duct a ? and 
there was thus no evidence of any free radical reaction.
Other 8 imiXa.r studies have dealt with n-propyl 
formats [5 4 .1s ( -)’'-'asnthyl bensoate } B] ? t-butyl proplonato 
[5 6 ]; and t-butyl acetate [55]^ All these decompositions 
are homogeneous and of the first order? with activation 
energies ranging from JiO-50 EoCal^mole. In all these 
reactions only alky1 -orygen scission was followedg other 
primary and secondary routes occurred to an extent small 
enouth to be Ignored. Mo intensive search was made for 
fx'ee radical reactions.. However ? Blades 1.55] could not 
inhibit pyrolysis of ethyl formate by means of toluener, 
Similarly? Gordon^ Prie©? and feotman-Bickenson [5?j reported 
that cyclehestenGE a free radical inhibitor? had no effect 
on the py:eolysis of t-butyl formate^
Ooffin [58j reported the disproportionation of 
diacetate to acetio %mhydride and aoetaldehyde 
and found that the décomposition was homogeneous and of the 
first ordero
Zb
2. OB JSCS' OF ®OH,K
In tIqw of the work deaoribed ia Seotion 1 of this 
thesis? it was decided to Fyôudÿ the pyrolysis of vinyl 
bGnaoate? which ie a model compoimd for the end-groups 
formed during the pyrolysis of terylene,
PreviouG work on th:la ester had given a full qualitative 
pieture to e^qolaln a3.1 the observed products but no accurate 
quantitative study was then made ? because of the difficulty of 
analysing the very comp le pyrolyaato.
In the present work? It. was plasrmecl to study the 
pyrolysis of vinyl bsnsoat© quantItgvbively? ia the hope of 
determining the kinetics and mechanism of eaoli competing 
reaction and the effect of catalysis by metals on each 
pr© 1 iminax?y rout e .
Gas chromatograplqr appeared to be the most promising 
analytical, tools and preliminary work was done in order to 
assess its acouracy for the above systaao
5 '
3<, 1 Preparation of Gompounde.
3 Î1 o1 Viayl Benaoate»
Vinyl bensoat8 was prepared by the following two 
methods s
(a) Afelffiun^s method [59]5 ester Interchange
(b) Hesmeyanov*s method [60j; bsnsoylation of chloromercuri- 
ace taIde hyde.
(a) Vinyl Interchange method.
120 g% of Anala:c bensoic acid were dissolved in 1520 go 
of vinyl acetate by vigorous shaking» /Igo of mercuric acetate 
and I raXo of concentratsd. sulphuric acid were added to produce 
mercuric sulphate in s i T h e  mixtu3?e was refluxed for 
80 hr. at ? then was cooled? and anhydrous sodium
acetate v/as added to neutralise any acetic acid formedo It
was then fractionally distilled through a 2 foot columur. The 
ester was collected at 7 1 - 7 5 mm. Yield 6 5 ^ 0
The ester was found to contain impurities ? by gas 
chromatograpliiG analysis^ These were ethyl id ine diacetate 
and ethylene diacetate, Muir [9] suggested the following 
reaction scheme to account for these impurities,
PhoCO^H GH. P h c C a ^ c C n s C H ^  < - G . % . e c . ^ E
y . ï ç , « : | f " ï
011.^ ,GO^H G %  oGOg oGBsGEp 4=^t.' % W  t\t* -r '
COjgGH.OMg 
m. oGO. oGHo .GH^.C_a*GS:L *  tù ,Tÿ £5'
(b ) B'asmeyanov Method,
HesKiejanov prepared a series of vinyl esters by resvptlBg 
the complex Qhloroiaerciiriaceta3.dehyd© with the corresponding 
acid ohlorid©; '
GlEg.GBgoOHO 4- C(,EgoOOGl G g % o G O g o G H : G %  -t % 0 1 ^
The complex OlHgcGBg,GEO was prepared by adding 86 gv 
of vinyl acets,te to an aqueous solution of me re uric ace te te 
( 5 2 0  go in lo5 1, distilled water) with vigorous shakingo Any 
precipitate of m©rcu.riG salt was filtered off? and % 5  go 
potassium chloride were added to the so lut 1 on o A crys tallin-e 
preoipito.te of ch.loromereuriaGetaldehjde was obtained as 
colourless plates (I9 6  g.s yield)? m,po 1 3 2 -1 5 3 (lito
m.po I2 9 ’-1 3 0 “Cs yield 1 0 0 #).
The me:cGury complex was finiely ground and suspended 
in. sodium-dried zyleno (900 ml.)? 1 0 0  go of ‘bensojl chloride 
were slowly added to the mixture? which was. then heated a.t 
50^G for 8  hr a  9 with c o h o  tant stirring. Mercuric chlcx^ide 
was filtered off, 97he ©tvGei? (crude) was then t.reated
succGDsivclj with pyridine? dilute acid? sodium hydrogen 
carbonate colutlono and finally with water. The eater was 
dried overnight over calcium chloride and rediatilled.
Yield 35 g. (255?) (lit.: yield 60?o)
P^s_icBl Gqnsjuants
b.p. present work lit, (ikasmeyanov)
mm mm
I 0O6 0  1 , 0 6 8
1 , 5 2 0  1 . 5 2 5
5 o 1 o 9 hB-:HEtiâ£E£tiâsMZâS,.-[â.^^l
A misrturo of 6 o go of aeetoplienone and 4 0  go cf ethyl 
formate was added? with cooling? to 3 3  go of sodium ethonido 
BUSponded in water-free ether, This yielded the sodium ssJ.t 
of 'benKojlacetaldehycie ? which was converted to a 0 pa.Kn.ngly 
oolubla copper salt by adding concentrated copper acetate 
solution in sA/atero This was filtered off and washed with
water and.ether. Cautious acidification with cold minorai
aG id gavQ bensoylacetaldohydso
The product gave a thr©€)-peaked chromatogram? the 
main impurity hoing ace to pho none p which could not be removed 
boeauso it had the same hoi3.ing point as boBSoylacetaldohyd©
(b.p„ 200®c/?60 ram.)o
5 o 1 r 5 2-PhenyX-1% |
(1) GE(üin%Br
Ph o G 0, Me
l'Lji 0
Ph.m, # r
HOoGMePh,GH:OïL
GFL ;GPh,ÜH:GIÎ
(a) Viiwl Magnesium Bromide | 6j 1
61 g, (Oo6 l mole) of vinyl bîcomide were added to 
14o6 go (Oo6l g, atom,) of xnagnesium turnings in 3 0 0  m7io 
of tetrahjdrofuraB, The tetral'iydrofura,n was distilled from 
litiaiua aluminiita chloride to remove water and peroxideo 
A dxy-;lee condenser was used? and a few drops of methyl iodide 
were added to start the reaction. When the reaction was 
over the condeuoer at -7 8 °G was replaced by water condenser,
Vimyl ma^gim&liim bromide was recovered,
(b) Methyl Phenyl Vinyl Gazrbinol
200 go of acetophe:aone ( 1,6? mo 1 e)  ^ dissoIved 
in. $00 ml, tetrahjdrofuxrin. were added to vinyl miagaesium 
bromide solution at a rate which maintained a gentle r e f - 
The mixture was constantly stirred during addition? and for 
1 hr, after addition^ $00 ml, of saturated ammonium chloride 
solution In water were added to hydrolyse tho complexe
The organic layer was separated in a separating f u m o l ?  the 
totraliydrofxiran was removed on a steam, 'bath? and the residiae 
distilled through a 12 inch. Vigreux column to yield 180 g= 
(75#) of Diethyl phenyl Cfarbinolp ao a colourless liquid? b .pc 
75-T4TC 1 aimo
40 go of methyl phenyl vinyl carbimol (Oo2? mole}?
4 go of aniline hydrobromide ? and 0.5 g, hydroquinone were 
mirod In a 100 ml, round-bottomed flaak connected to a 6 inch 
Vigreux column? with distillation take-off, The presaurc was 
'reduced to 15 . and th© flack was heated on an oil hath
to. 100*^0 and ultimately to lhO®Q, The receiver was cooled in 
an tcQsa.lt bath,
2-Phenyl’-l?5-butadlen© was collected as a oolourlcse 
liquid at 5 8 G  ^ and dried over calcium chloride,
(lit. b„p. 3 7 -6 3 *0 / 1 3  mm.)
5 ,2 . Analytical Techniques.»• j5'«. i S h & -  Î ■"VATlktîiïiTi.'SiS'l^sr.Æ^'ÇMIJlirPiyÆTi^îas'
Qhant 1 ta ^ Ive s^nalyàalj df thè pyrolysed prdduf^tc 0 0 re 
carried out using gas-*'Ghromatography for liquida and solide ? 
and gas abaorption analysis for the pyrclysat© gasoBo .i 
brief description of the former is given below,
The 1 :0,3 tiument use a was the fje argon chronrit ographr
It uses a 122 crso 4  mm. Pyrez eolumuj packed with Csllte 545 
with a suitable stationary phase, The apparatus uses a p«*raj 
louisation detector with as a p«^ray source $ first,
developed by Lovelock [6 4 Jo This instrument is highly 
aensitive and capable of detecting organic vapours of tli©
«fâ J3
order of 2 % 1 0 ™ '"go in argoà? the latter being used as a 
carrier gas»
One of the chief advantages of this instrument is that 
the argon fXow-rat© has no effect on the base lin©§ because 
it is based on the measurement of electrical conductivity 
of partially ionised gases. The conductivity is altered by the 
appearane© of an eluted vapour in the originally pur© gas.
By contrast to this^ with a detector dependent on measurement 
of gas properties suoh as thermal condûctivity? density^ heats 
of combustiong etc.$ small changes in the conditions of flow 
of the carrier gas? or fluctuations in temperature measurement 9 
can produce signal© comparable in sis© of those of the eluted 
vapours,
The carrier^gas was dried by passing through molecular 
sieve 5A °9 was previously dried at 4 0 0 ^ 0  with argon passing 
through it for 2 hxo The detector sourc© (Sr^^) was renewed 
every 6 months 0
'j
3,5.1 Préparât ion of the Qolmms.
A number of colimns were made in order to fulfil the 
neodo of various experimental conditions. The column? 122 cm, 
in length and 4 mm, in diameter? was made of Pyrez glass ? with 
B-? joints at top and bottomo It was filled with Celito 
345 using a suitable stationary phase. The oelite 545 (faesh sis© 
5 0 -8 O) was obtained from Hopkins and Williams? and was mad© 
specially for gas chromatography0 Â brief description of 
the prepax'ation of the column packing is given be low,
3o2ol(i) Golumn with Apieson h ao Stationary Phase,
2 go of Apieson gxesse were dissolved in other? th® 
solution filtered to remove any impurities ? and then added to 8 go 
of Qelit© 545 in a round-bottomed flask. The ether was slowly 
evaporated off on a water bathp the solution being continuously 
shakosî? and the residue was then dried under vacuum at lOO^^C 
for 2 lis'o
>o2ol(ii) Packing the Column»
A piece of glass fibre was placed in the bottom of 
the column to support the packings and the column was then 
clamped verticallystanding on a soft, pad. The packing was 
then slowly introduced from the top? with constant tapping 
of the column with a piece of hard rubber tubing. Before 
us© the 0 0 limns were heated to 5 0 °G higher than the required
working to::iporature9 with argon passing through? few at le©ot 
2 4  hWo
5 o 2 o 2 IgjrQduction • of th©_Bgjgpl.©
fba usual way of intro due ing the eamplo in th^ .?5'o 
argon cliromatograph wsb to stop the gas-flow and wait till 
the prosBuro Inside the column reached atmospheric, who liquids 
were then intro due od into the column ‘by aicropipettos ? devised h; 
Toasy ^  Barris{6 5 ] which censlBt of fine tubing connootod to 
a calibrated capillary, The method has the disadvantage that 
it introdueoG some air into the column? which might e:iid;ico 
some of the substances under investigation. Styrene? for 
example? one of the compoimdseatimated? :1b susceptible to 
ox:Ldation around the normal working temperature of
the column [9 9 ]«
Tho system was modified slightly to prevent air 
entering when the sample was introduced? the sample h 3 in/: 
IntrGduced by means of a calibrated capillary attached to a 
Bteel rodo
The liquide were analysed guantltatively by gas 
chromatogrfiphy? and the gaees by the Hempol gas absorption 
unit. In the Pye argon chromatograph the cample aise was of
tho order of 0,02/4,6 which was extremely difficult to measure 
aeeuratcly. However there are a number of methods available 
in which the sample sise need not he known. A brief cleoGripticm 
i B given below (see sec t i on 3 <> 3 2 ) ^
The quantitative int@i‘protation of a chromatogram 
is based on the peak height or peak area » The latter is the 
more satiafactory? and the areas of peaks can be measured by 
the following methods.
(1) By cutting the peaks out from the clmrts? and weighing 
them. This method is rather tedious and requires more time,
(2 ) Bj means of a planiseter,
{;>} By employing some automatic integrating.
(4 ) By multiplying the peak height bj the width at half"height, 
(5 } By approxima11 %  the triangles. Tangents are drawn at th.e 
point of inflection? and form a tzd.angle with the base linoo
Clci/T-C
I
The area of triangle is given by %  base z altitude.
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ITiathod (5 ) uas used for measuring the areas? being 
found more satisfsotory in estimating the relative percontage 
composition of a alzture, The following methods available' for 
quantitative analysis do not require that-the amount of sample 
should be Imown,
The _M_arker_Methqd
A suitable pure substance in known amount, (the ^marker^ )
Is added to the mixture, Supposing the mixture had only two 
components A and Bj then several synthetic samples are made of 
A and maz'ker? and the ratio of percentage ComposItlo.n is 
plotted against th© ratio of areas of A and th© markero A 
straight line is usually obtained? and 8laliar plots are 
obtained for B and the same markesu A Gbxomatograta of the mixtur 
plus a known amount of marker is then obtained? and tho ajj^ouuts 
of A and B are oaloulated thus This method becomes coraplica.t©d 
when more than *two components are pro sont» lae aa.d Oliver [66] 
have suggoeted the use of two or more internal markers in some 
oireumstances,
 ^ 2, The Method of Internal Ho:cma.Iisa.tion
In this method? it has to be assumed that the area 
under each peak is directly proportional to the amount of the 
responsible companent. Then the amount of each, component 
can be determined by adding together all the peak areas and
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finding tho proportion of each area to this total, Thlo 
method is not applica/ble to all detoetors and mixture 
containing compounds having a wide range of boiling points.
5 o 5o 3 = Bracketing Technique,rwrTUoiJiJe=ir?»«t-*i*i'Jr.îes-t,:;ïa'a.'"5S"iftsctsatiit.’BsBî,5^e»yL'4srï5,t.tj5Kr;UaLSiTtr.>
In this technique an approximate composition of tho 
sample is calculated without applying calibration faotovB 
from the total peak area, iv synthotic mixture of this 
composition is then prepared and analysed under the same 
conditions. The peak areas are compared with the original 
sample? and figures for analysis ar© adjusted accordinglyi.
In the present work a modified bracketing technique 
was used. The areas of peaks wea?e measured by triangu 1 a11 on 
Diethod. At least three synthetic mixtures (unless otherwise 
stated) wore prepared and cliromatographod under identical 
condition. The percsntag© composition of the unknown was 
then measured by comparing th^ areas of the j^aks of the kno?/n 
mixtures to the unknown, The percentage composition of the 
unknown was adjusted accordinglyo
Bo4  ^ Pyrolysis of Vinyl BemKoate
Earlier studies on the pyrolysis of vinyl bensoat©
[2 .,3 ] concentruted on qualitative identification of the 
pyrolysis products. The technique used was pyrolysis of
;>e
besisaate at 4 5 0 - 5 5 0 *^ in a flow reaetor^ and the results 
helped to elucidate the general, nat'ure of the pyrol^sie of
hensoateo At that atago it could only be deduced that 
/
route Byc& uaa a major reaction and .route B® a trace reaction 
a M  80 oHo
.4 detailed study was dome by Bengough^ Steedman 
and Eltehie^A#]? who. foi lowed the rate degradation of the ester 
eaiplrioally hj measuring the rat© of gas ©ro lut lorn from a 
system containing the refluzing eater and its vapouro They 
used a static reactor connected to a mercury manometer& and 
the gases were collected in a flask connected to a high 
v a o m m  line.
lïi tïm present work the pyrolysis of vinyl bensoate 
was studied hj using a flow system whereby liquid vinyl 
he ms oat© was dropped into the top of the reactor at a 
controlled feed^rateo..
One of the chief advantages of the flow reactor is 
system is that it minimises secondary breakdown reactions 
and reaction between the pyrolysancl and the products of 
pyrolysis, This method also ensures that sufficient material 
QB.ii 'b© collected for analysis ^
The main disadvantagea are that tha reaction time and 
the reaction .tomp©rature cannot readily be defined ezactly
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(see section ;>^ 4„2)o The reaction time Is calculated from 
the rate of flow of the reactants through the system and the 
length of the reactor sons? but this- of course., assumes that the 
gas cornss to the reactor temperature immediately? on entering 
the reactor sane? and is quenched immediately on leaving the
%on@e
5o4»l The Flop Bj^tem.
The all-glass flow system consisted of the following
partss
(1) The feeder (fig. 1).^
(2) The reactor (fig* 2)o
(5 ) Constant pressure gas collection device*
(1) The_^. Feeder
The feeder was designed so that the food-rat® of the 
eater could b© varied and the pyrolysis carried out at different 
residence times & It consisted of a 6 inch pyresc tub© of 1 inch 
diameter^ with a B *^19 socket, at the top through which 
pressure on the liquid could be varied if desired by means 
of nitrogen. A stopcock was joined to the bottom and th@ 
stopcock outlet was connected to 2 inch of 1 mrao capillary^ 
which had a B-T con© at the bottom. Capillaries of various 
sises were fitted to the feeder using this cone? and the 
feed rate of the pyrolysand could thus be alteredo
The Feeder
Nitrogen
Nitrogen
'Interchangeable capillary 
nozzle
F’ig* No #2,
The. Ho actor
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The Heactor
The reactor consisted of a Pyre^ tube of about 1*5 i^oh 
diameter and 24 inch length. It contained a therniocoup3.e 
pocket., which ran the length of the reactor* and allowed the 
thermocouple to be placed at any point along the length* The 
reactor was packed with glass Raschig rings^ or glass helices 
the volume of unpacked space being about 0*21 litre. The 
dimensions given above varied slightly for the different 
reactors used. The temperature inside the reactor was measured 
by a chrome1-alumeX thermocoupleo The temperature of the 
furnace was controlled manually by a ^Sunvic^ thermostat*
The thermocouple readings were taken from ax% 0"50 millivolt- 
meter* The accuracy of the temperature measurement was jh 5^^* 
The tempera,ture distribution inside the reactor was 
measured by moving the thermocouple along the. length of the 
reactor and measuring the temperature at various points.
Fig* 4o Shows a typical temperature distribution.. The 
hottest spot indicated by this curve is taken as the effective 
temperature of the reactor,
:5o4o5“ Constant Pressure Gas Collection Device
Since all pyrolyses were carried out at atmospheri© 
pressure 3 the esc it gases were collected at constant 
atmospheric pressure to avoid altering the pressure in the 
reactor during a :cu:a* In this .system two aspirators were
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Fig. 4. Distribution of temperature 
along the reactor
â.:
usedo One of them filled with water with a surface layer 
of paraffin5 was connected to the flow system» The outlet 
from this aspirator is connected to a small reservoir level 
of which is maintained at the same position as that of the 
aspirator by means of a pulley«and-float system* There is 
an outlet from the reservoir to a second aspirator which 
must be at a lower level. The reservoir is suspended by 
means of a string through a pulley and is counterbalanced by 
a float on the surface of the water in the second aspirator* 
Any change in the pressure in the system due to pyrolysis 
will cause water to flow from the first aspirator into the 
second through the reservoir* The level of the float will 
be raised and thus the reservoir will be lowered and its 
level will be adjusted to that of the first aspirator.
3o4o4° Decarbonisation of the Reactor
B©fo3?e each new run condensed reactioii products were 
removed from the reactor by washing with mixed solvents, 
and the reactor was then decarbonised by heating for 2 hro 
at 5^0*0 with air passing through it.
:5 c 5" Pyrolysis of Vinyl Bens^oat© over Wood^s Metal Components 
Muir [9j studied the pyrolysis of cyclohexy benzoate 
in the presence of Wood”a metal and its components^ using
a static reactor. In the present study, th(^  object was to 
extend this work by comparing the flow pyrolysis of vinyl 
‘benzoate alo^ng ?;ith the pyrolysis in presence of the components 
of Wood^s metal alloys and examine any catalytic effects *
Initially there were a number of experimental 
difficultieso The component of Woodis metal (Sn. Pbj Bi) 
all melt below so.that if the roaotor is simply packed
with pieces of motalg these melt and run away during a run at 
4Ü0"550^0* As an alternative Pyrex glass was vacuum coated 
with a tin mirror- and broken up to act as packing for th© 
reaction but again the metal simply melted and run away at 
400-550*0.
The method finally adopted was to melt the aietals at 
the top of til© reactor and allow them to run. into th© reactor 
at a rate which ensured good contact between the metals and 
vapourla.ed pyrolysand. About 100-150 of metal was used 
for 5"*4 go of liquids pyrolysed*
3o5ol. The Apparatus
Th© apparatus as shown in the figure-5 is essentially 
a small furnace capable of giving temperatures up to 400*0 
It consists of, two Pyrex, tubes, one 6 inch by 1 inch and th© 
other 1 inch by 1 inch^ joined togathex* by a 2*5 cm* capillary 
of 1 mm* viiaraetero This was covered with asbestos paper
Fig- 5*
Metal Feeding 
System
B-29
Niohrorae
windings
yaria(r- Mains
Reactor
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and nlçbroffiST/ir'S ( 2 4  gauge ) web wound round it., The niohroKU? 
winding was again covered with asbestos « The winding* had a 
resistance of 4£ ohms p and $0-40 volte potential difference 
was necoBsarj to raise the temperatur© to $ 0 0 -$4 0 °Go
la order -to control the flow of metals through the 
apparatus § a glass rod fitted to a screw drive, and with a 
ground encl., vmf3 inserted into the metal feed-tube« The ground 
end of the glass rod fitted over th© capillary tublag^ so that 
by adjusting the screw 5 the feed-rate could ho controlled «
$o6ü Pyrolysis of Sensoic Acid
Since henjsoio acid is a solid of fairly high m^pc it 
was dropped into the reactor in the form of tablets5 while 
tin was introduced into the reactor by melting it at the top 
of the reactor and dropping it in as described in section 
Each tablet contained about 0^26 go of bensoic acid and was 
dropped into th© reactor by means of an 8 inch long side-tube 
with diameter slightly greater than that of the tablet (Figure 5 ) 
The tablets were dropped into the reactor at a steady rate 
being released one at a time by a manually operated glass 
(ho ok ^ (see Figure ^
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4. RESULTS,
4ôl Purity of ¥inyl Bensoate* «HVI^J— *Au u Z p^ÆiywF^jn^mrîjnnyJrtsaÿ^aiVJwtnîy»
Vimyl bensîQatôp prepared by the vinyl interchange 
method and by the Besmeyanov method nas e hro mm t o gr a phe d at 
X50°G on a column of 10^ Silicone grease on Gelite 345^
A three-peaked chromatogram was obtained from the vinyl 
bensoate prepared by former methods the two minor peaks being 
due to ethylene diaeetat© and ethylldene diacetateo Their 
occurrence has been accounted for in Chapter 5» Axi attempt 
wsis made to remove these impurities by fractional distillationj, 
but without success^ Vinyl bensoate prepared by the Nesmeyanov 
method gave a single sharp peak indicating very high purity^ 
and by this method of preparation was therefore used in the 
present work^
The initial yields of ester were rather low (2 5 ^ 3  
lit o 6 0 [^ ) ^ However they were increa.sed to 55^ by constant 
stirring of the reaction missturoj raising the reaction 
tempo rature from 5 0 ^G to 80°Cj and increasing the time of 
heating' from 6 to 10 hro
4olo2 The Validity of Quantitative Analyses.
The pyrolysecl products were analysed quantitatively 
by gas' ©hroîH0.tography and Hempel gas analysiSo Initially a
45
number of dix f iculties were eiic ouate red in the gas c hro mat o- 
graphic analysis owing to the high sensitivity of the Instriimon^v 
and to there being no satisfactory available method of 
The samples were introduced into the column by a capillary 
attached to a stout rod g as described in Chapter 3- The bast 
method of intreduct loaip however g is through a serum cap by 
means of a hypodermic needlec However^ at the time th© 
experimental work was dones th© smallest hypodermic needle 
available had a capacity of 1 0 u l , whereas the sample required 
for good resolution was 0 . 0 2  ul^ anything in excess of this 
causing th© recorder needle to run off the chart. A hypodox’mic 
needle of 1 pi capacity divided Into dOO partsj, is now ax'ailabl©p 
though this can be used only for clear homogeneous mixtures or 
liquidso
A number of rmis ivex"©' done to find a suitable tempera­
ture at which all components from the vinyl .bensoate pyrolysate 
could be resolved. This was found to be 150®C. The compounds 
■estimated were s bensene (bop^ 80^0 )p toluene (bo p« llO^G). 
styrene (bopo 1 4 6 ^0 ) 5 aeetophenone (bopo 2 0 0 ®C){, and vinyl 
benaoate (bopo 203®C)« Four synthetic mixtures of these. with 
varying known compositions 5 were chromatographed at l^O^G under 
identical conditions and percentage composition of one of them
was by the three aanplcs . The fel?.ovlny
conditions wore usccio
Golunii : %Q'/o High vacuum' - ilicosie gioneo
on, elite 545 momh (80-101 c ).
Goluran tempo :
Argon flov: rate ; 2g ml mln,
Ect.oe.vi-.or wol-CBge , , ■,,,
Sample else î Oo02 ul
It is Been from table 1 that percentage error -of analyses is 
within pÿL
vinyl bonsoate was pyrolysed at four températures 
(450^8y. 500°Gg 523^0 and 550^0) in a flow reactor- with dhSf.mw:. v 
reaidQHCe timea at each temperature. The residence time w- w 
varied by ckaugirg the caipillarieo of tho feeder5 as cleoerirr 
in chapter 5. For each temporaturo, thfoo runs wore rad-o ; 
with each of the three different eapillerles<. fho pyroJ.^ncl 
products were colleotod^ liwuide and solids v/erc awalyx'ci t*:; 
gas-chromatograpby. and gases by Hsnpsl gaa anstlysis » The. 
detailed results are given in the following pegesc foe
results of the quantitative analyses wore from ■ chromâto;,ra;:;r . . v. 
under the following conditions (unless otherwise ctate-,. W F. c 
only variable was . gas flow-rate which-, sines it was the ecu:: 
at R particular run for both synthetic wizturoa owid pyrolysi /.
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products lï Is not glvem he re except vûieve rétention time is 
statedo ' ■
Oolumn
Column tempo
Detector Vo1tag© 
and s eiis it ivi ty
: 20^ 6ilieone grease (Edwards High 
Vaeuum) on Cell te §45 (eiesh 80-120)
g Ï 5 0 T
1 2 3 0  X 1 0
Argon flow-rat© 
Samnl© sis©
s 20-§0 ml. min 
s about Go02 ul 
In each of Tables 2-3s result 1 shows the amount of 
initial vinyl “bensoat© destroyed In each runo Results 5“9 re 
represent the mnalysis of non-gaseons pyrolysat© (excluding 
bensoio acid;) and small traces of diphenyl and bens aldehyde ) * 
Results lO'ï’lÿ represent the analyses of total gaseous pyroljBati 
(percentage composition by volume)^
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& o 1 :4 . Detection of Bensaldohyde and Diphenyl
Gas-chromatograms did not show any new products in the 
pyrolysate (bensensp toluene 5 s tyz'one < and acetophenone all 
having been previously established). It was thought likely 
that some components might be present in'the pyrolysate whioh 
would not show in the chromatography either being present in 
too minute quantities^ or having high boiling points and not showin, 
up at low column temperatures. The pyrolyaate (vinyl bonzoatep 
residence time 2‘57 seconds) was chroiaatographQd and the retention 
times are given belows 
Oolumn
Column tempo
Argon gas flow-rate
Sample sise
Bstector voltage 
and sensitivity
/o Apleson h on colite 545 
(mesh 80-60)
3 I5 0 T
s 2 5  ml min^ ,
I 1 |il
o  1250 X  10 
fable 6
f:Retention lime in Minutes 
Qoaipounds
fct^S*s=fcs.Ststs-7-tertEU3i™xtfc«j*
5
4
5
6
T
Benseno
Toluene
Styrene
Bonsaldehyde
Acetox^henone
¥ iny1 bens oat©
Biphenyl
Fyrolysate 
lo4
Standard
j>o8
6,9
8.8
2 0 , 5
lc4
1,8
3o2
5 . 8
6.9 
8,8
20,3
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Two new peaks appeared oa the ohromatogram vdien a 
larger sample v ia s used. These peaks v j b t o shown- (Table 63
Hoo 4 and 7) to correspond ' to the peaks produced by bensaldehyd.0
and diphenyls Ghromatographio analysis at 200®C also 
confirmed these two compounds in th© pyrolysate.
In attempt to analyse them quantitatively proved 
rather difficulty since when the sample was large enough to 
Xïroduoo measiarable peaks for diphenyl and bensaldehydey the 
peaks for other compounds preaant could not be recorded on the 
chart V
It was concluded y however g that bensîaldahyde and dipheny 
are ps-^ esent in the pyrolysate of the vinyl bensoat© as minute 
traces (i.e. of the order of 1-2^) 0
4 o1:5 Detect!on of 1^3-3utadieno in the Pyrolysat® from ¥ iny1 
Behsoate,
An attempt was made to detect certain components not 
previously identified. 1^§-Butadiene was formally possible
(see Section 5 Fart l)^  thoi%h -present only in minute traces^ amd 
the following procedure was adopted.
Vinyl bensoat© (§0 g«) was pyrolysed in a flow-realtor 
so that enough pyrolysate gases were produced and butadieu#
©ould be ©ollécted in sufficient quantity for analyslso
About 8 litres of gaoes g produced during pyrolysis were passed 
through suocessive traps» The first was kept at 0®G to 
Golleot any volatile products § the next eoiitainod anhydrone 
to absorb waterg and butadiene was finally condensed in a third 
trap at -70% (dry iee). This last trap was transferred to a 
high vacuum line^ where It was further ^degassed® in a tra|> 
under liquid nitrogen at - 1 9 5 ^ 0  ^ and finally transferred to an 
infrared gas eell. The following infrared absorption 
frequencies were o’foserveds
3 0 0 0 , 1800, 1 5 9 7 D 1 3 6 0 , 1000g and 9 0 0  ciUo”^
Barnes  ^(68) have given a number of examples of absorption,
near I600 arising from conjugated G=:G systern, , 3 -butadiem@
159? cm. ). Hao [69] quotes infrared spectra of various gases^ 
and in the list reproduced from [îOj gives the infx^ared 
absorption of 1,3-"butadiene ass
3000, 1620, 1600, 1 3 6 0 , 1 0 3 0  and 900 eaio“^
Hence the infrared absorption suggests that 1,3^^buta« 
diene is In fact present in the gases. A further confirmation 
was provided by the tiltra-vlolet absorption spectrum of the 
pyrolyeate gasos (dissolved in n-hexaxie). A value of \  „
 ^SlCâ-fb O
- 220 ms2 was obtained (lit., 217 mu^ in n-hexane [71 j, 217 mu 
in ethanol [72j). This further confirms the presence of
$ 6
'butadieii© in the gasos. The slight disorepEinoy ( 3 m'/i) may 
be due to imparities^
4olofi Hate Oonstsnts and Activation Enex^gies.
From the results on pages (T-IO), information on the 
pyroljeis kineties of vinyl bensoate was obtained. A flow- 
reactor was used fox" the pyrolysis, and a brief description 
is given below of the calcula.tions involved, as described by 
Laidler [?3.]^
If the reaction mixture or reactant pass through a 
reactor at a volume rate of flow u (expressed as mole sec litre) 
consider h  slab of vclume dv in tho r®a.ctox*o
Kq dv dt moles disappear by oheniioal reaction in time dt, 
where G eonsoatration
Direction of flow -— ^
^  —  i>
FA
\/
UQÛ'h moles u(o-dc)dt moles
enter in time dt leave in time dt
For a first order reaction g the rate of disappearance of the
BUfâs'6smc-e is given by a
V ^ ^ »a(;OB#A^.eOPaVODf.(!Daaa*0*(l)
5?
Tho m iîm oy:’ of no le 8 .ülsappoariæg I5 " lanit tiiio Im  
volnms dv ie fhe:mforQ Kodv*
Afto^ ths reac^lom has proceeded for a 8uffleieA.il iimep 
a steady atato is established, fhis msanB that there is 210 
change with ti^e in the concentration of the reactantsIn the 
slah of rolnmo dv. ^hreo processes actually eontrisute to the 
steady state«
(a) Molecules of reactant eater the slab.hy the left facca, 
the m zm bar of molea entering i:a time dt heing iiodt 
(h) Molecules leave the slab by the right faoG^ the number of 
moles le am'lag la tlrao dt being U(q f do)dta 
(c) Molecules disappear 'b j chemical reactions for the first
order case? the nuiahe?? of soles die appear iïig in time dt seing
Ecdv'dt.
'fhe steady-state relationship for the slab is obtained
bj equating the rates of entry of reactant into the slab (by
proGGss a) to the sum of the rates of removal (by nrooesses b
and 2) ' The result is 3
ucdt - u(e -V dC3 ) a t Kcdvdt
This reduces to?
de K g ,«=~.-KS V2, N %7 ! VVul, Ot'Occq^cCoOOoO D OC 0000.?%^
Tnrs musvbe Integrated, over the whole voliw-e of the
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reactor  ^ At the entrance - of the reactor v ^ o and 
o = G (tke initial eQnc©ntrat:lon)s whil'e at the e^ltp v asid
c (the final ooneezxtratioa of the reactant)o Therefore
r  dc
e o* peo$p f ' »o@qoo5ooea  &
therefore
In f h ^ o*oeso*eeoooodotiooC5
cirx-iu). rrrr^a ^ ' '
Ci «
is equal to the t of the static system and isu
called residence time^ the average time taken by a molécule*:iq%tj&aï=t,r*vi*t:rw=a«kL.iKic'aEKa.3&T3irv=%4g?-*=^K'*» ”
to pass through the reactoro The residence times were 
calculated by the fol3.o?/ing equations*
*>* %   __Ù ^ ^  ot t / o( i * sou«t ^ooocooo
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ o ^  - X I'J
where t residence time (seconds) 
p ^ pressure (atmospheres)
V ^ free unpacked space in the reactor (litres)
T « temperature (absolute degrees ^K)
F ^ feed rate (mol© sec)
where p ^ 1 am»? expression (6) can be simplified tog
 ^ I_2o2 Y
' *  o  «  o o o o o o o o o o o o a
It ie seen from equation (5) that if a log %  is 
plotted against residence time? the valu© of K is given by the 
giîlope of the curve,
Plotted in thio way^ th© results (Plg„ Cj ) for the 
overall breakdown of vinyl bensoate show the linear relationship 
required by equation (5 ) for a first order reactIdho The 
value for li for the overall reaction is given in Table 7»
Tab le_ 7
mo
1
2
4
Temperature
500
iC SOG «
(overall reaction)
1«04 X 10 
8 . 9 1  X 10
1.62 X 10
*»3
2.80 K 10
Pigs ig and 7" show the relationship 
between breakdoîju (^) and residence time at and gOO"G
re spec t. i v e Ij ^
Fig:*7 Pyrolysis of Vinyl Bonzoat
at 500^0
80
70
Vinyl beny.oate
50
Overall decomposition
Acetophe
20
10
Carbon monoxide
Carbon diOTide
250 3000 20050 100
Residence Timb (secs.)
Fig. 8 ‘ Pyrolysis of vinyl benzoate at 550!*C
)Ven*all decomposition 
of vinyl benzoate
6 0
Aoetophenone
20
benzoate
Carbon i
^
Carbon dioxide
Acetylene
top 1 5 0  . 2 0 0
Residence time (seconds; 3 0 02 5 0
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Ri % Determination of the Rate Constant and the âotivatiôn
Energies for the Primary Beactions in the Pyrolysis of ^inyl 
BensDate ^
îfâ the pyrolysis of vinyl bensoate a considérai)amount 
of material is lost as tar& etc.9 retained in the reactor (see 
tables 2 - 5)« The amount lost varies with temperature and 
residence time* There are two ways by which the rate constant 
earn be ealoulatedo In the first? the calculations were done on 
the basis of the initial amount of vinyl benzoate used? on the 
assumption that no secondary decomposition of primary products 
(ago acetophenome from h/ o ® rea©tiQxaJ)took place»
Method A»
Initial amounts' of vinyl benzoate pyroljsed and thé 
amounts of seetophenone (fox^  R G® reaction) formed were 
converted into moles and log
n
moles of vinyl benzoate-moles of
aoetophenone 
molea of vinyl beiisoate
was plotted against residence time? the slope giving K the
x^ ate constant
Similar calculations were done for G® reaction..
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Method B
The calculât ions v^ere done in a similar way as 
above .ezeept the total weight recovered after the pyrolysis 
v/as considered as Initial conoantration and was converted as 
moles of vinyl benzoate.
Figdîyli shows the plots by two methods ? and the 
rats constant so obtained were used to determine the 
activation energy of the reactiono
In the second method? the total weight of materials 
recovered (not including the loss by hold^^up) was taken as 
the initial weight of ester* It was assumed that the ratio 
of primary product to vinyl benzoate was the same in the 
collected product s.s in the fraction lost by hold-up
l;-4
100 200 ■ 5000
Residence time (seconds)
Fig. Plot of log c^,vs Residence time for' the
pyrolysis of vinyl, benzoate,
05
0
5
Log K
0
5
0
1.2 1.25 1.3è ' 1.35 1.4
Fig,10. Arrhenius plots for the overall decomposition 
of vinyl benzoate.
0*0
0.1
0.35
50 100 200 3001500
Fig*. 11. Plot of Ice: of/c± vs Residence time 
for tlae production of acetoplienone from 
vinyl benzoate (î^ Ietbod jft)
0.3
0.6
0.7 3 00150
Residence Time
20010050
^i^* 1^ . Plot of log cfy^, Vs Residence ti.;.e for 
the aoetophenone formation (Method '^).
Method A
Method B
5.0
1.3
“  X 10^
A4. Arrhenius plots for aoetophenone formation,
k V1 ou i'i/ü ) Acitiwatlorn Sner-^'ie8
*  c,'ï*xi A"*^a--=u.vss.:sj c%"=:^Afa^tw»A.Afw»WT gf^-r=t.-iEnr* tfvrc^ * f%\z%
A c t i v â t  1 q s.k e n e r g i e s  w e r ©  calculated, b y  .the Ax-rhsniuB
eqm@j;ion.
wj;i©re
B/HS
„(8 )
rata constant
A frsqiiancy factor
E activation energy
H gas constant (1o9B6 oaJySégree^/mole) 
r S3 ah DO lute tamp© rature (®K)
CTjl
Plots of log li V8 were drawn g and the activation
energies .ealoulated (slope - E^2o ;)OgE) , flie following- values
wore obtained, for the- overall reaction and the reaction
^a’ble 8<^73=7PW;;^'TM frr;ÿ=3.=:r%C.
p5a&rT=?P=miTKB=t&K5IW=
ivation energy for 
the overall doeoaposition
Activation energy for 
acetophenon© format!on
5607 kpoal/fflole
31.02 Method â 
37o6 Method B
S.1 »?V? >t itÆlf.» * i*»*crexcsrtig.syi.g»^*Cg>'R'fc’ap?«
Activation energy for 
3tyr©Eie formation
14o6 Method A
16o2 Method B
uiissarufMrMcr^stKTs»
Activation energy for 
carbon monozlde IC^cal/molo
a-TSft» C3»PTr^=TT îJXWf Æ
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4 0io 7 Mass-balan©©
.ÙM attempt was made to complet© a mass «-balance by 
washing out the reactor with m:aæà solvents5 evaporating the 
solvants and weighing the residue^ Tar adhering to the walls 
was combusted at high temperature5 with oxygen passing through 
the reactor9 and the carbon dioxide and water given off were 
estimated by absorption in soda lime and magnesium perchlorate 
reopectivelyc This method^ however^ did not work well 9 since 
a large amount of water condensed and fell into the receiver at 
the bottom of the reactor and could not be estimated^
The only alternative was to weigh the reactor before 
and after each run 9 and this was done,
Vinyl bsnsoate was pjrolysed at 5 5 0 ^6 j, with residence 
time 2 3 7  seconds 
g_©t_ails_
Amount pjrolysed 5 «>106 go
Amount recovered )o5 6 4  go
Amount of gases 6 6 0  mlc
collected
Quantitative analysis of the recovered liquid by 
gas chromatography ie given In Tabic 9»
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lr=a.=Sl*=^fcîWjîtiW3-'ï\ryc™!3:TS21*t."Tntlrti»-FT<l«:;i,Mhee«rtir8STT
N o . Gompomids ^  CoEipositioa Weight
1 Bensan© 4o3 0.15
2 Toluene 1.4 O 0O 5
3 Styrene 12.0 0 0 44
4 Ae© to phenon© 65.9 2o26
5 Vinyl hensoate 18.2 Go 66
Gae analysée ^ Total gas collected ^ 6 6 0  mlo
Table 10
p»ÆrtŒUrsijps!ft'^;riï:^;s
Ho « Compounds fo Goraposi t xon We ight
gmo
axJîiw£^f=i:o»i«Ksrir4»îSs;^sÆisst-s
1 Garbon monoxide 77o8 O 0 6 3
2 Carbon dioxide IO08 O 0 I5 9
3 Ac.©tylene 8 0 2 0 c056
4 Un3 1d 0 hydro c arb on 3«2 -
Total 0 . 8 2 5
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Adding all the ?#eights together^ we thus have:
Amount recovered (liquid-solid pyrolysate) 3*56 g
Gases 0.83
Solvent extract 0o4^
Weight difference of the reactor before
and after py rolys is 2.siâ
Total 5«6#^
5 «10 go was pjrolysed and 5. Of) - g. was accounted for which is
fo of the initial vinyl bensoate» This discrepancy is within
the emporlmontal erro3?A
4o2 Pyrolysis of 'BeasoylacQtaldGhjde
BensQjIacotaXdehyde was pyrolysed at 300°G ^ with 
residence time 100 sec. ' (The aldehyde contained up to 10?S of 
acetophenone^ arising during its preparation? (See section 
3 o1 q2 ) 5 of the aldehyde was pyrolysed^ and'« as expected^ 
broke down exclusively bj G- scission to give aoetophenone 
and c arb on ■ monox icle o
4«3 Pyrolysis of Vinyl BemBoate over Wood^s Metal Components» 
The pyrolysis of vinyl bensoate over the low-melting 
metals 5 tin 3 leadp cadmium^and bismuth^was studied by and 
dropping the molten metala into the reactor along with the 
vinyl benaoat0 0 The vaporised ester and the molten metals 
eome into contact as they pass down.over the glass helloes
which comprise the packing of the reactor»,
A difficulty eneountered was that at the lower 
températures at the bottom of the reactor^, the metal solidified 
and prevents liquid pyrolysate from flowing down Into the
system» The difficulty was overcome by removing the glass
helices from the last 2 inches of the reactorp so that the 
metals will either fall down into the' receiver or solidify on 
U m  walls.
Detailed analyses are given In the Tables where
results 6-lU show the analysis of the liquid pyrolysate^ and 
results 1 1 - 1 4  the analyses of the pyroljsate gases»
From these tabulated results It appears that Wood®a 
metal components increase the overall deeompoeition ($ee 
Fig. 1 ) shows a plot of percentage pjrolysis against residence 
time in presence of these metals<> and also alone in an all-glacis 
system^ It can 'be seen that the order of the effect of Wood Hi 
metals on the pyrolysis of vinyl benaoate is as follows s 
S n  >  P b  >  C d  >  B A  
The yield of diphenyl is also increased from 2 to 0d
and of bensaMeh^rde from- a mere trace up to ?So
The only pyrolysis products which are appreciably 
affected by the presence of metals are carbon dioxide and 
benzeneo The amount of carbon dioxide given off is approximately
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o
3 KrwS^et© lSo'3 %io3 41«0 4#o# 3 9 o l
k feo) %«20 5 ^ 2 0  Sj«10 3 o # 0
5 Astog"©©®T#s»@d (go) 3o5% 3o76 3oB6 2o36 lô59
ê .teto 0©ll©@t©ë 1 7 4  399 ^90
y
© “F©te@si© C^)
9 C^l
AG0t©^#@ïm©m# (%}
11 (^} 
IB ^ 0  (^) -
3 e %  (1&)
È% a  (^)
Wm a m t  ^ ^-dspe^ms^Wm
H
<Bo3 2 o 3 1 . 9 I . ®
® . S © o 6 0 . 6 0 . 5
a „ i 5 . 4 4 . 4 4  . 2 3.9
3  « 3 1 6 . 8 1 7 . 2 S . 6 ' g  ® 1 6 . 8
9ho& 7 5 , 8 7 6 . 2 7 7 . ® 7 0  o â
4 7  o S 5 9  o 0 5 9 . 0 5 9 . ® 5 8 .  S
h@^3 @ 9 . 3 , 3 0 . 2 3 ® . t 3 1 . ©
9.3 1 0  o  4 8 . 2 8 . 6 8 . 6
2 . 7 1 . 4 2 . 6 g . S g  g
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FTE01-TSXS OF VIWYh SEWS&ÂTS .AT .525° G O V m m T A h S
Be fetal© lea S3 é B t Od
%
E(î>s-ideSa ©@ ' 
(aees « ) n o Ï.Î5 125
e 54 52,6 ■ 53
3 û!mt o 1^‘s©d Cg «)  4,0 3,6 2.9
h Âm t^ ap©e#veg'eë ) 3.22 3,76 2,22
5 Ga@ qelletted (ml «1 39® 3 6 6
P Be%3se^e (fo) 3 , fc. 3,3 2 «ÿS
7 T€ùlîit®me (f?) O.Sif 0,82 0o88
8 Bt%?ireme (fl)) 5.,4 k ,S 4^9
9 Ae01 o p W m e  (fo) 35,8 25.6 26,8
10 l-rlmw 1 bèmmoat® (fa) 67,8 68.7 67.7
GO (?o} 58.9 3 9 56 c. 6
12 GOg 29„2J. 30.0 32\2
13 GEgGB 9,M. 8.2 7.9
14 B'is seta E y a s p b © ? a  
(^)
3,4*
=3%=;r:T.%==caa=;;.'L;ja;='.ti
Tatela 13
m.'S AT 3S0®C OVER mTMeB
Matal© SB Fb Bi Gal
% E@0ldem©@ Time Hk ^ 2. 82 75 100
(me© c, ) -
2 ^4 pyrelsrgia 68^9 67 o 8 €3^3 66.2
3 âsîstp'ys’©is?’© e d ( ^ .) 4^6 3 o9 2,62 3 «04
h Aat o s*©G0ve2P©d (g% ) 3.42 2^92 1 *54 2 «3
3 c 3 < ! ? X l © © t © d }  ( # 1 J 6 2 0 5 2 9 3 7 5 k&Q
6 B e m s s e m e  ( % ) 5 , 3 6 . 5 5 . 3 1 5 . 4 5
7 T ® t e © B ©  ( ^ ) 1 , 4 1 . 1 7 1 . S 9 0 . 9 8
8 S t y T O B ©  ( f 4 )  ■ 1 0 . 5 S . 9 5 6 . 7 3 6 ,,S
9 A © 0 1  # " p W B  ® K 3 ©  ( " % ) 3 0 . 3 3 9 = 5 3 35.37 hi >9
W b e B  S3 © a  t  ©  ( ^ ) 4 3 . 6 4 3 . 8 6 5 1  »  44 4 5  « 4
1 1 @ e 3 9 , 0 6 0 . 0 65.0 60.  @
12 0 %  ( l & ) @ 9  e 6 S 8 . 0 24.0 2 8 . 7
13 m i  s  a 8 , 4 7 . 9 8 . 5 S . g
1 4 W m m m  t  ^ H y d s ^ ® © a s p W m 3 . 1 3 . 1 3.0 3 . 1
doulsled in the presene© of metals g micler the same eondition 
of pjrolysis (e^^o at 500"^G in the preseae© of metal the 
products of til© pys’olysis' eontain 30?^ of carbon dioxide compared 
with 14^4^ without metal and with about, the sam© reBidence tlm©)o 
is probably duo to seeondai^^ decomposition of bensoic 
a d d  to carbon diozlde and bensene (the well-known thermal 
doCvarboKylation is aacompanied [$6j by a minor amount, of 
rlecarbonylation to phenols eee (Dable I4 ), confirm this idea
bensoic a d d  Itself was pyrolysed In présence and absence of tiuo 
*l?h© bonsolc a d d  was extracted by ethan61 and titrated by 
standard M 10 sodium hydrostide in ethanol^
4 o4 p Pyrolysis of B ensoic A d d
Bensoic acid was pyrolysed in the form of tablets 
(see Section 3 ^6 ) 0 The detailed results are given in the 
following Table l4 c
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fab I© M
PffiOLYSIS OP BBH30ÏC AGID AT 550°0fTr»r^-~ —•"       —, . . - —"—*■"—
NOo Particulars
fWtvnnc&.'aAVwKf&k
i*«ciRi3h:^l.'tSRifiM2B5.ï."a*iârt±Mrt5li=Ta.-ï;i3r
.4mto pyrol 12 tablet©
Pyreolyeia Aloiw %rrolysis là
presence of tin
1 4  tablets'
^ 3 012 g« iî 3 064 go
2 Amt 0 r© Ù ©ve red 2*78 2*80
3 i^ /’r©lysis 11.05? 22 0 2??
4 Am to of ge.e©s 1 7 0  mlo 250 ml.
3 HesMoac© time 10 see® 11 seOo
6 0 arbo n di 0^ide 905? 805?
7 Carbon mono'islde 9.2# 17.8#
B Bemeae 9«^
9 Phenol l(3fo 205?
Mot© 8 Result 5 is based upon the amount 
recovered unchanged
of bemsolc j
Results 6-7 show composition of ©ssit gases (by
volume
Results 8-9 show composition of non-gaseoua pyrolysate 
(by weight)
1 :
4o5 Radioactive feaoer Work
4o5°l Preparation of Labelled ?isiyl Bensoat©
Tiayl benzoate^ labelled with In the ©arliossjl 
group 5 wae prepared from radioactive [^^GOg H 3'“b©nsdio aoid by th© 
Adelman '[{^ "4] vinyl interohange method* The labelled benssoio acid 
was obtained from the 0 *Kq Atomic Energy OommieBion Radiochemioal 
Centre « Buokisighamfshire 3 England o
5 £sgo of Ool "beasoio acid w©r© dissolvod in bollirag 
die tilled water ( 2 l^)p and 5 0  go of A m l a r  (inactive) hensoio 
acid were then further dissolved in the same solution^ which 
was thoroughly stirred and allowed to oool« The reorystallisod 
aoid was dried under vacuum* 5 of th^ dried material
(OoOl ml or 10 u q ) were, then further dilated with 5 0  go of 
inactive Analar hen sole aoid in order to malœ up to a suitable 
concentration for measurement with the liquid aclntillation 
counter0 5 0  go of this bansoic acid (lO |2c) were.dissolved in
120 go of visyl acetate with shaking* 2 go of mercuric acetate 
and 1 mlo of concentrated sulphuric acid was added to form 
the catalyst mercuric eulphat© Im situ* The mixture was*fs=r=s3» Ksas'joinrtiSX^
refluxed for 7 ? hr* at 35^0 cooled^ treated with anhydrous 
sodium acetate5 and fractionally distilled thr@.%h a 2 fto 
columuc fk® product had hop* 71®G 5 mm* (field 20 got 5 0 ^ ) 0
Ï3
4o 5o 2 Activity at s
The activity of the liquid and solid products' was 
mcasurod using; a liquid scintillo,tion-ooi:mtor5 while that'of the 
gases was moasurad w t n g  an end-window geiger counter^ whieb had 
■fosen proviouoly calibreatQcl «
The scintillâtlon-^Gountlng teolmiquc3 as well, as other 
methods for meo^suriag rsdioaotivity5 rests ©n the interaction,
©f nuclear radiations with matter* The effect of these inter­
actions offers a imique way of detecting single nuclear ©vents*
In gas counters and ionisation ohsJEbers w b b  is made of ionised 
particles produced in the counting gas. These charged particles 
are collected at the electrodes $ giving rise to a email electrical 
current or voltage variation^ either of which .may ho recorded 
after suitable} amplification.
In se inti H a t  ion countings use is made of the photons 
created when a suitable luminescent material is excited by mmclear 
radiations* These photons are collected at the cathode of s 
p h o t o c e l l w h i c h  converts them into electrons^ Multiplication 
ef these electrons in the photomultiplier tub© will give rise 
to the eleotrioaX pulses w.hich ma.j be recorded In the usual 
fh© Miiclear Enterprise (Edinburgh) So inti H a t  ion 
G o m t e r  was msAe * It was calibrated by the standard (ll-rey}
1 pc souroa. The following conditions v/ere used for the 
ac 1 1Vity measuremeat s .
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voItag.C) BET 750
üoarae gain 20,
Pia# gaia 0*55
Pulsî© .1 0^ Oo2 5
Using 5'^2«oharaieI
TÏÎ.0 seiatillator (lE 215) ooaslsteâ of a miztnra of
tro^
3 go of 2 pg'-'dlphoayloEà^ol© (PoP^O)j, and Ool go llts?©
of 1 3 4 -bls[2 -(5 -phen^lo2m g o l a )]-boa^eao (FoOqFoOoP){j la tolmome
4o5o3 Baokgroimd Oorz-eatloas
Besaus© of eoeiaio radiations and other factors a 
haokgromd radiation is always soianted by the ooimtor® Thia 
was oorreoted as usual hj subtracting the background counts 
from the original counts « Where passible attempts were made 
to minimise the background counts by using lead sheets^ 
especially In counting with the @md™window Geiger counter^
4o5o4 Initial Activity oil LabeXled_¥injl Beat?.oat©
5 ïïig^ (100 ps) of bensolG were diluted to 5 0  g« acid o 
5 of this mixture (10 pc) was used for preparation of the 
esterc The yield of ester wae ig ml. {50^)-»
0.1 mlo of this 1 5  nilo of estea? was diluted with 
^unlabelled® eater to 1 mlo $ and 0«1 mio ,of this diluted product 
was used for measurement» It was added to 4 ml» of scintillation
solution (he 2 1 5 ) 9  gave 80 CopoB. (oomits^BeQ) with haokgrouM
carr©c.tiosis.
Sluee Jo? :% 10-^' d,.poS IG
fh© initial activity of vinyl bemsoate
80
« ’■u\T m,uc
j !
^ 2 » 1 6  m.uc
Total activity in I5 m l . 2ol6 I 5 0  rti 10 k: 5o25/io
4  ^5 ^ 5  Pyrolysis of_ Labelled ¥:Uwl Bens oat©
To 5 S'» (it,6 2 5  ,uo) of labelled vinyl Wnsoate was 
pyrolysed at 5 0 0 ®G in a flow-reactor^ with a residence time 
of go seconds. 6 0 5  of mon^gasecus pyrolysate and 3 4 0  mlo of
gases were Golloeted. The former product was distilled9 In order 
to got a colourless liquid for scintillation counting^ and bIbo 
to permit the making of a colourless and pure derivative of 
•aoetophenone a icetopheaon© was isolated as its seraicsr'basone 
derivative9 which was reerysta 1 1 Ised from methanol (m»po 1 9 Q®G % 
litoÿ m.po 198-201^0)* The activities of all these products 
were measured separately.
4o5o6 Activity of Overall Non-gaseous Pyrolysate
Ool ml. of til© distillate from the aon-gaseous pyrolysa.te 
( 6 0 5  go.) was diluted t© 1 ml» ^ and Ool ml» of this solution was 
added to 4  of scintillator solution. After background
Té
eozreetioHs this solution gsv® ?2 o.p.So
o VO
Activity; of Solution ^ m)AQ
lo93 mncie=-c^l*vte.rs3iti
o o Total activity in pyrolysed products collected-(6 0 5  g»)
- lo9 5  5S 6 5  JC 1 0  Io2? }IQ 
Initial activity in vinyl bensoat© - 1.625
Activity in the pyrolyse cl products ^ lo27 gic
^  Activity In the pyrolysed ^ 78o5^
of the initial 
value.
4o5oT' Activity of Acet©ph©none
A similar pyrolysis of unlabelled- vinyl bensoate (5 5 0 % ;
residence time 7 4  s e c o n d a section 4 <>lo5 ) yielded ©bout 40^
of acatophenone. It was therefore assumed that 40^ ©cetophenone it
©la© produced in the ®labelled^ reaction»
Total mass of pyrolysate 6 0 5  go
Percentage of aeetopkenome maoumed ^
in pyrolysate ^
. V ' Mass of aeetophsnoa© in pyrolyaat© 2 0 6 . g.
. o Theoretical weight of semioarbason®
derivative of ©cetophenone in pyrolyeat© ^ 5 » 6 go
6 0  mgo of semicarbaE5©n© was dissolved in 1 0  ml. of
acetonej, 0 . 1  ml. of this (containing O 0 6 mg.) was %ised for
1 1
measuring» After backgroimd coriæotiona it gav© 4 CoPoS.
0 . The activity in O 0 6 mgo == amc 0» 108 muc 
activity :la 60 i%go mu©
 ^ ^ . 5 6 0 0  % lOoS. . Activity isi 5o6 go ox semiearbasîou©
S3 6 5 0  mpe
Initial activity in vinyl bensoate
(7 . 5  g.) -
Activity in pyrolysate (liquids) ^
(6 . 5  g.) “ 1 ^2 ? ,«
78.0^
of til© initial
Activity in acetoplienon© (2o6 g.
40fo)
^ of total
Û rigima1 ae 11v 1ty o
4 o 5 o B Ae t i V ity o f ■Gas ©ous Uyrolybat©
'  ^  . ,^ ^ :-r ,M ^ .^ ',..tr5cr,..:,^.2^y^.^T^^cr=,% -iirf!=Æ.T T ^frz T - r ^ a Ti2.rTf;..^ ' a =:t!l=&L=A=r=ar3=aA ^ a * ,T-irtTrr^4fB2&_#
The activity of the gases was measured by the 
©ml-window Geiger comiter»
A simple appax^atuB was designed to ©nabl® the counter t< 
be brought near the gases 9 and their activitios to be measured 
in a standardised mannero This consisted of a gas sampling tube 
with an open end covered with a polythene window [Figo î^J»
The bottom of the tub© contain©d two stopcocks y one connected 
to a thistle funnel through which the tube could be filled with
Fig. üo.lSr 7
Apparatus for measuremont 
of activity in f-^ asGs
Counter,
Gases in
aorUlifieâ waterp miû the other for imtrodilation of the gas 
sample.
. ‘Xh© OQiinter was calibrated by injecting' an a.quooue 
solution of standard raclioaeti^e sodium oax^onate ( N a ^ ) 
and 0j 3.00 sulphns:*!^ aolcl solution into the samp3,e bottle through 
the polythene film by means of a syringe*. The puncture in 
the polythene film was immediately sealed with a piece Of Be H o t  ape 
and the radioactive carbon diozide evolved \ms counted by 
bringing the ?;indov=F of the counter to approsi'imately leas than 
Go5 om*. from the polythene window,
5 0 0  c,,.pq8 , were recorded ^ au-dj therefore ^ it omi 
be deduced that if vinyl benzoate of 2 jXQ is pyroiysedj, and 
pyrolysis goes to the eztemt of 650 at 550®G s approximate 
500 of the activity will be in the carbon monoxide g if the 
proposed mechanism is Incorrect (see Chapter 5)g and a count of 
100 G o po8 , 9  which is easily detectable 5 ?/ould be recorded
fh© pyrolysed gases, after background coyrrections3 
gave 1 0  G.;poS^ O H  pG (6 0 2 0  of the initial activity of the 
vinyl feensoate). However9 when these gases were treated with 
alkali (to absorb carbosi dioxide)■« the residual gasea gave only 
2 c.p^s after background correctiomg which is equal to only 
1 ^ 2 0  of the initial activity of the v'inyl bensaateo Hence? the 
liberated carbon momozlde is virtually inactive? within the
.iaits ©f accuracy of the couBting teohnlques the activity 
the gaa @3.early resides :m the aa:ebou dioxideo
9. DISGIJSSIOSJ
go I Original Aims of tlie W05?k
The work was begun with one clear intention though a 
second intention emerged as it proceeded*
Previous studies on the pyrolysis of vinyl bensoate [2 t, ,419 
4 2 J had given a good general picture of the reactions contributing 
to total breolsdovmg but there had been no systematic quantitative 
study of changes in composition .of the complex pyrolysate brought 
about by changes i:a tempera-tures residence time in the reactor9 
and the presence or absence of catalysts*, It was hoped that by 
using a rang© of these variables? it would be possible to 
produce significant changes in the relative amounts of the break" 
down products ? and accurate quantitative analysis of the total 
pyrolysat© for each choice of variable might thèm shed some 
light on the nature of the mechanism of each competing route.
It might? for example ? prove possible to determine the reaction 
order of each and to calculate theiractivation ©nergiesâand If 
only some of the routes were effected by the presence of metallic 
catalysts it might be possible to divide thorn into clearly 
different categories ? and perhaps to distinguish b e t w e n  
molecular? ionic? and free radical reactionso The results have 
been presented im section
Ab the work proceeded? it was also decided to otudy one 
of tils main breakdown routes (r/q^) by means of Isotope--labelling 
and to us© mode1 eompounds to ©lueidat© the mechanism of breakdown 
of some related ©sters previously examined in these laboratories 
by other workers, These results have beem presented to Part H o
5o2o Limitations of Analytical and libiperimental Techniques
It was first of all neeessary to develop sufficiently 
accurate m  thods of quantitative analysis = Ga-s^chromatographic 
methods calibrated by synthetic samples were mainly relied upons 
these have been described in Section ?o5 Part I) and their limits 
of reproducibility assessed? but the following points may be 
emphasised here<,
Of the compounds to be estimated? bensoic acid (formed by 
sc is s lorn) was one which could not b© determined by this ?B@t] 
since it is very strongly adsorbed by the column packing ? and 
the chromatograras always gave a Hailing^ effect* A similar 
poor separation of certain fatty acids was observed by Martin 
and James [21J? though they were able to eliminate this 
« tailing''' effect by using a column containing 100 stearic 
acid? SilieoHG oil (BO 550)? with 100 oï’.thophosphoric acido 
A similar type of column containing orthophosphorio acid was 
tried in the present work? but without sucpess? and it was
8 2
deeid©d to us© determination of acetylene rather than of 
bemsole acid as the measure of the primary routeo
Another limitation of experimental aeouraoy has also 
to he considered here * The temperature of the reaction was
considered to be the highest temperature within the furnaces
raoreoTer? as described in Section 3* It was assumed that the 
liquids entering the furnace acquires that temperature
immediate Ij and lose it on leaving*, Temperature f lue tuitions-
were not more than ^  g®G during each run? sine© most of the y:uiiB 
were done at a fairly slow feed-rateo
5o3 » General Mature of Quantitative Result s .
On© disappointing fact ooon became apparent during 
the work? namely? that in general the variables studied had sur»- 
prlslnglj little effect on the ratio of the competing breakdown 
routes* This meant that part of the original intention oould 
not b© aehie¥©d. Also? though the main non-^-gaseous product 
(aeetophenon©) was formad in sufficient amount to bo determined 
quit© accurately? within the limits of experimental error? most 
of the others (such as styrene? toluene? and benson©) were 
formed in such relatively small amounts that the unavoidable 
experimental error was here fairly serious* Relia,bl© 
calculations could b© based on the amount of acetophenone? and
of unci© composed ester?; but c ale illations based upon other minor 
materials were obviously .loss reliable*, The fraction of eater 
breaking down to acotophenone by the Ÿt^ /vA route was 750 under 
most conditions ? asid the. clmrac tents tics of this particular 
reaction could be separately aseeesed with some confidence*
Tha overall breakdown of vinyl bemsoate could also 'be 
measured quite accurately ('based upon unde composed 0 Qte:c)§ but 
its appareràtly simple nature must be regarded with some reserve «
It is clearly dominated awl determined by the major reactlea:
and it must not be assumed tho/t all the other ‘ competing reactions 
are also simple and of the first order* It is well known that mamy
vapour-phas© reactions which' appear to be simple and-give good 
first order plots are in fact the sum of several complicated con­
tributing concurrent reactions
The activation ©n©rgj of the overall -pyrolysis is 
3 8 0 ? k*cal^mole* The activation energy of the n/ci .reaotioxi is
between approximately gi * 0 and 5 ?°^ k^caiymol© ( the limits as 
estimated by two different methodsü see Section 4 Part l)^ o That 
of the 0^ reg&Gtion Mas been calculated from the styrene eont©nt 
of the total pyrolysat© and appears to be between approximately 
1 4 " 2  and 1 6 0 6  k oal*y mole (again the limiting values from twc methods 
of estimation)* These latter figures are surprisingly low? and 
even though determination of the email s'tyrene content is less
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aGCîirate tham that of the large acetophenon© content? it is 
unlikely that the calculated activation energy of the QS reaction 
is entirely wrong» This large d iff arena© between the B./q  ^ and 
0^ activation energies is nevertheless consistent with previous 
tentative conclusions (summarised in Section I Part I)? that there 
Is a marked difference between the maoha-nisms of those two 
breakdown routes «
5o4- F 1; gjyjjReact lorn Meehaiiisms
5o4ol ïtes H/0^ R
In the light of the present evidence ? coupled with the 
evidence of previous workers [2? 4 1 ? 42]? this reaction is host 
considered as proceeding by & molecular mechanism* A four centre 
eye11c transition - state for the vapour«phas© rearrangement of 
vinyl hensoat© to its isomeric P-^kotoaldehyd© was suggested by 
Allan^Forman? and Ritchie [2] (see Section ij* The Intermediate 
bensoyladetaldehjd© then decomposes further to give acetophenone 
and carbon .monoxide0 BensoylaaetaMehyde is extremely unstable 
and was never isolated from the pyrolyaateo In the present work 
b©nsoyla,cetaldehyd9 was prepa.i"ed and pyrolysed at 400®G? giving 
almost, ex'cliisively acetophenone and carbon, monüxid©*,
There waa? however^ no clear proof of the above
picture? and the jjosaibility of some other mechanism could not be
excluded (sè'e Section
Gonfirmatloa has now been obtained by pyrolysing isotope
labelled vinyl bonsoate (5 5 0 ®G$ residence time 5 0  )? prepared
by the known ester interchange [59] method? from vinyl acetate
and [^'S^OgHj-bensolc. acido If the postulated mechanism (see
■ ■ . f '.  ■
Section 1 Part 1) is correct? none of the original radioactivity 
should appear in the eliminated carbon monoxide from the proposed 
transient lien^oylacetaldebyd©? whereas it cannot be correct if 
the acetophenone is inactive and the carbon monoxide ac tive *
The results were completely in agreement with the original 
postulate^ Some 790 of the original activity appeared in the liquid 
pyrolysate ? end acetophenone (separated as eemicarbasjone) showed 
SOM© 470 of the initial activity, 60 of the original activity 
appeared in' the gasosi but when these were later treated with 
alkali (gO0 KOE) to remove carbon dioxide? the residual gases had 
only a more trace (1-20) of the original activity? which is within 
the experimental error of the counting techniques, H'ence? it is 
confirmed that carbon monoxide is in fact produced by the thermal 
de G arb omyla 11om of the CIO group of the intermediate bènsoyl- 
ac e t aide hyd© o
5o4o2 heccrboxylation
J t has been found by various worksro that duality 
ill the rechanioia ocGuro in the dGeaiboxylo.tion of vinyl cavbo.y'lL,--t: 
Bengoiagh? Ritchie and SteedHun [TSj deduced that the overall 
deoarbovylation is raainly homogeneous. hut also aocvro in prvt 
at the valla of the reaction veoael. SimilarlyjIHiniiigG?r and 
Ritchie [45J found that pyrolyBlc of vinyl _o - ? m- and v;-oh lore- 
bencoato yielded chloroetyrene haviïig voyf Xnrgoly the orlentation 
of the parent eetexv hut critical examination of th.e ryroHvato 
by infrared and gaa-chromatograpiiV revealed a veyn miner anouni 
of differently auhstituted (oriontated) chlorostyrexaic, ihlri 
again Givggostc that there is dual it j in the mochaziiem? the m\n; or 
ono preventing change of orientation and tho minor leading to e. 
ehasige.
Another ezample of this dual nature of E^eehanism is 
provided by Rcfainger, Ritchie and Forgucon [78]. They 
cc^pyrolyscd an eqnimolar mirtura of phoîiyl fuinarats and
4-'Chlorop}K;nyI nalaato? which gave a Evlvtvre of t r a n ? 4 ^ 
iichlerostilbouQ (490) 9 "Stilbene (220) ^ and trgGgr-h-oh/xro'.;-
stirbene (10),
phenyl fwarato and 4*"Cb.loropheDyI inaleato, when 
pyrolyced coparately .■ gave team^-atilbenQ and 4:4' -diohlorcctiitE\ 
rocpcctiveij. It was thought that if the desafboryl.ation ccuoire
B?
by a free radical meeMnism? in which each 0 0 » 0  group is completely 
detached from its flanking groups before recombination of the later 
as free radicals? then a good deal of symmetrical trans-stilbene ^ «»«!rj.t3tisa»2îy*=a '
should be obtained » They wore able to find little unsymmetrical
stilbenQo
The present ?;ork also supports the view expressed above*
The activation energy for this reaction has been found to be 
1 4 - 1 6  k.cal^mol,? which is rather low for a free radical reactiono 
However? a minor amount of diphenyl and l?3'“butadlene has also 
been detected in the pyrolysat©* This can be best explained by 
postulating that the deearbosylation (0 S ) of vinyl bensoeÂ*©
is a molecular reaction? as suggested by Rexuinger and Ritchie [45] 
(see Section 1,3*1? part I)? and that the minor one probably proceeds 
Î a free radical mechanism? as followsg
Ph»GO. .GBsGH^ — ^ Ph. •{* ,00. *OHsCIL .... »»(l)
G Op *î' oOHsGH^ & o * « « 6 o ( 2 /
 ----- ^ PhoGE: OE3 o. » o. » * (3 )
PUoPh p . * «  ^<c
o vas G E g ,  0H*5 z O H o O H v  O E ^  o c * * o o o 1 5
o C O g X E % 0 %
P h * 4- o Q M
P h o 4- o P h
o G E s GHsj, 4*
5'o4o3 The 4^ Reaction
It has been mantlonei (Section 5«>2« Part l) that the 
beuKOiG acid•produced by this, reaction could not readily be 
measuredo Henee? the content of acetylene In the pjrolysate 
was preferred as a measure of the reaction^ but since there 
was not much variation in the amount of acetylene ? no new 
evidence for this reaction is presented hereo
Very little is known about the scission? though a Iq.t 
of work has been done on acission (sc® Section 1 Part l)* It 
seems likely? however? that tae six^membered cyclic intermediate 
proposed by H æ d  and Blunck [l6 ] for the reaction also operates 
for the A® reaction, Reininger and Ritchie ? ±n a  study of the 
pyrolysis of the vinyl chlorobensoates? found that the onset 
temperatures T(üHiOH) for scission and T(CE^ <>GHO) for -MlGalom 
(of polymer) are similarly and markedly depsndeaib upon the dissocia," 
tion constant of the passent acid? whereas T(GO) mid T(GOq ) fi^rm a 
less dependent pair * Later? Ramsay [7 %] repeated the ir results? 
and found that metal catalysts, markedly depress T(OHfOH) and 
T(0 I%GH0 )? mit does not effect T(CO) and T(COg )« This again 
suggests that A^ and A® scission have a similar class of mechanism? 
A3 lit -different from that of R/fei and 0  ^ oclselon.
8-<
5o3 The Pyrolysis of Vinyl Bonsoate over Metals «
Tn general? all the metals©mployod as catalysts increaaef 
the overall composite pyrolysiso . Increased amoimts of gases 
were collected* The order of catalytic activity is ae follows
Eowcvex\ the most effective metal (tin) Imcre&sed the 
pyrolysis by only 4 0 The pyrolysis Is thus not strongly 
catalysed? and the small increase In overall pyrolysis may he 
due to a difference in the effective packing of the reactor? 
rather than to catalysis * These results? therefore? do not of 
themselves exclude the possibility of that the overall reaction 
may ‘b© homogeneous rather than the heterogeneous «
One© again? the gas-chromatograms did not reveal any new 
compounds? though the yields of bensaldeliyd© and diphenyl were 
increased* Bemsaldehyde occurred in the non-catalysed reactions
to only a minut© extent? while in the presence of metallic 
catalysts the yield ism reased to about 20o Similarly? the 
yield of diphenyl isioreased from 20 to 40 (approx*)» The yields 
of secondary products (benzene and toluene) also inoreaaed to a 
great extent. The yield of benseno increased to almost double 
the amount foi'med diirl2%g pyrolysis without metals o
5o 5 ^1 Origin of Carbon Bioxide
The gaseous pyrolysate from the metal-oataijsed reactions
showed a marked increase ±ii the amount of carbon dioxide present
(almost double the amount with an all«glasa ajstem).^
Tab le 16"
Amount of 00^ : Tin as Gatalyst>tr^TgCT^’&.«asgiy=vCTtve ’
3aïTsiftiiiii5rn=rst.TMTri::tT=s:*#cssia*ai=i*ï=a7i<cïîrvrr=srjA=¥s TgS:A-a.tA.a*frltfBTlv-3
Temnerature 450 ®G 500®G 550®a
Reactor
Hesidenc© 
Times (eec)
0  Carbon
all~g3.sss
l6o
Sn all-g’lasB Sn all^glaaA 
167 1 2 5  1 2 4
C
dioxid© (volo )
0  Bensone (wto) Oo64
l6o9 40o2
0.5
1 4 H
Oo9
3 0 o2 X2o8 
lo9 2o2
an
?4
2 9 o6
5o2
sra-e-ixe sta ïs^îrzTci rzr? lotit Î.
However? gas-ehroiaatogrmphic analysis did not show ànj 
correspond in .g increase in th© amount of styrene but increase 
in the amount of benaen© was noted? again roughly double the 
amount from non-cataljsed reactions * This suggests that è 
secondary clecompositlon of bensoic acid is taking place in the 
presence of m©ta3.s? sine© decomposition of bensîoie acid is a 
well known heterog@xmous x^eaction* Moser [S)|] pjrolysecl benzoic 
acid in presence of copper and reported a nine-fold increase in 
the breakdown.
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To check this idea? bensoic acid was pyrolysed alone and in 
the presence of tin as catalyst. It was found that the pyrolysis 
indeed increased two H o l d  under the experliaental conditions o 
This may explain the large increase in the amount, of carbon 
dioxide* Im addition to hensene and carbon dioxide ? phenol (xo0'' 
and carbon monoxide were also detected In the pyrolysate from 
benscic aciâ» Mosex’ [5 6 ] had previously recorded this little-imcwn 
pair of competitive scissionss
-> GO 4 PhoOE
5o5"2 The Acyl-oi^ygen Scission
The presence of beasaldehyde in the pyrolysate confirms the 
very minor acyl-oxygen scission (B^). This is Increased by metal 
catalyst in the reactor and high temperature is required for this 
route? which suggests that it slight be free radical in nature*
¥inyl bensoate can react th^s to a small extent ? because of 
the presence of a p-hydrogen atosioWhere there is no p-hydrogen 
stors in the hydrocarbon group of an ester? rout© predominates
In the molecule of vinyl bensjoate? the @lectrozi-attracting 
property of the carbonyl group? the xmcl©ophilie character of
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the phenyl group? and the electroii repulsion of the vinyl group 
may counterbsJ.an©e each other and seission across tlm C-0 bond 
would prcbahlj h© free radical* Since the bond energy of tho 
0-0 bond is 85 h-cal ^
However? on the above evidence? it is possible that the 
initial scission produces two free-radicals? while tho^ 
disproportionate? thusg
nuGQoOoQEîQ\ — ^ PhoCO» 4. OoGHsGHg
■m -H
Ph H H O  0:0:0%
Ko ten 9 which should accompany bans aldehyde in this react ion^ j 
was not detected in the pyrolysate which is not surprising since 
it is a known unstable gas [75]» Young [75] pyrolysed keton 
and foimd it to decompose at 5 1 G®G into carbon -monoxide? carbon 
dioxide? methane ? ethylene? and hydrogen
5 o 6 2-Phenyi-l *3"hutadien0.o
“d‘WanexRburg |7 h| has studied the pyrolyais of l-ethoicyvinyl 
earboxylates (R« ^ OEt? in scheme below)? and has obt&ined evident© 
for the following sequence of reactions :
He arrange meat s H . C 0.^  * GR ^ 3 G ïL E * G 0, G %  . 0 0 o B ®
Enolisations E.GOoGE, HOoE® — H- H*C(OH)sGHoC Q oR '
Acylations HcG(OH)sCHoGOoH® <- E.00^ o G E §G %
 5, S.COg .GRsOH.OOoR" -i- M®.CO„R'
If this idea is applied to visiyl ’banaoate («fhare H Ph aad
FA ^ M)p it appoars that in addition to the pyrolysis products 
already noted there might be a minor reaction sequence of the 
above type ? leading to Ph.GOgoGPhsGFuCHO? which would breakdown 
further bj decaxbonyXa/oion to PhoGOg oGPhs GE>. Mow? since it has 
been shown (Section 4olo4 and 4.1*5? Part l) that pyrolysis of 
vinyl bensoatQ alone yields inter alia small quantities of 
diphenyl and 1?3-butadieno (consistent with the idea of a minor 
free radical component of scission)? its pyrolysis in the 
presence of some Ph^G Og «GPha 0 %  might correspondingly be expected 
to yield inter alia a mixture of 1?3-butadiene? 2?9-d1phenyl-1 ?3-V L^»toia±s^va«jisuiay « t- * y ù V »
butadiene? and 2-phenyl-1?3-butadiene (with the last named 
predominating), To check this idea 2-pheny1-1? g-butad1eme was 
prepared^ its infrared absorption and ehroinatographic retention 
times were determined? amd its presence was sought in the pyrolysato 
from vinyl bensoate* The results were? however? negative. Either 
the gwanenburg pyrolytic sequence is not followed if ^ E? or 
decarboxylation (G^) does not occur in measurable amount by way 
of a frG)G radical msohaniaia? there is insufficient evidence hero 
to distinguish between these two alternatives.
F A H ® II£3 Î3 iït ES Ea E2 tS S3 £3 ES ta S3
Mechanism ©f Pyreolytio Produetion of 
Bensaldehyda from 2-Phenoxy©thyI Aeetat©
QA
PAHT ■ 2
Machaulam of pyrolytic productIon of benzaldehyde from 
2 -pheno:o'Gthyl acetate *
So I ^ p p U G T I O m
longq-r and Ritchie [38 j ? while studying the pyrolyBla 
of the model compound 2«hydroxyethy1 ‘bonsoate for the pyrolysis 
of poly(ethylene terophtbalate)? found that its analogue 2- 
phexioxyethyl acetate breaks down thermally at 5 0 0 -5 5 0 ^ 0  In. the 
f o 1 ].o w i ng V ay %
Ac o OH G %  gGHo OPh 
Me o G HO [ PhO o 0 %  . C #  0 ]
O t* * t « a O
AeOoCa, .GHo .OPh GO •!• Ph„O.G% 
f Ph.OH -t- âoO.GHîCfl,
GO H’ G OMe^ 
ph o G HO (-^  unknown p ro due t s )
nin.ocioo.y - 
O * Cl 7 ft O O A“"'
oH/ c3o D 0 r- o »
The ester breaks down precloaiinaatly by PA scission to 
give acetic a©id (330) and phenyl vinyl ether? with a little ai?yl 
o xyge £1 s G i 3 s i on to ac eta Id e hy d e and phe noxy ac eta Ide h^-de. 
Phenoxyacetaldehyde could not be idexitifled in the products 5 
but its predictable d©carbonylation ) products were
identified (anisoXe and carcbon monoxide). Similarly acetone? 
a major predictable product from vinyl acetate? was also 
identified.
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On the V a  ole the pyrolysis of the soter follows the 
known breakdown modes ? except for the very’surprising foanuation 
of bens aldehyde * lüiights and Cooper [f9] G,lso Indepencleatly 
found bens aldehyde (170) n oil the pyrolysis of the same ester at 
dOO^G in a flow reaetoro The aim of the present work was to 
elucidate the reacstion mechanism by which bo ms aldehyde is 
produoed.
The foz'mation of bensaldéhyde at first sight entails 
a step ?jhere phenorj group is %uiptured at the very stable phony 1 
oxygen bond. It was thought unlikely that such a pz'lmai'y 
scission oocurs? but it is perhaps possible that some homolytie 
ssiseion takes place at the -OHgHHg- grouping of the molecule* 
in which ease the following stages may occurs
• I
AoO - OE, I GE^oOoPh 
[ Ag o o 0 %  o ] -Î- [ ft 0 %  7 OPh j
«H
A g OMq Ph^OHO
(rearrangement)
The two free radicals may disproportionate? with 
tra,nsfor of hydrogen? and with rears? ange ment of the -G-0-?h 
skeleton to -0-0-.ph? folding bensaldehyclOo
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The tentative suggestion that breakdown occurs by the
above mechanism can b© studied by labelling the C atoms of the
- linkage with G^. 4 and following the activity in the 
decomposed products. If radioactivity appears in the bensaldehyde 
this would agree with the mechanism proposed above o However such 
a study might be difficult? because bensaldehyde is produced to 
the extent of only 10-150 in the reaction? with the further 
possibility of the known 0^ scission at higher temperatures to 
bensen© and carc-bon mo2ioxide. Hence? only very little bensaldehydo 
may survive in the pyrolysate which will require the use of 
higher active initial ester so as to detect positively the
active be ms aldehyde. Eventually it was decided to study the
above reaction by means of a modified and symmetrical model 
compound:
PhOftCHg,GHg.OPh 
The advantages of this compound are as follows g
(1) It eliminates complications due to the acetyl- grouping 
in the ester first considered *
(2) It has two symmetrically disposed phenoxy groups ? so that if 
scission occurs within the grouping ? it will give rise 
to two identical radicals [phOoCHgo]? one of which may lose 
hydrogen and rearrange to give benzaldéhyde. At the same time? 
the other should give anisoloo
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The literature was first of all surveyed^ in a seareh 
for known radical rearrangement of the type R-O-G,
Radical Rearrangements
The reactions of organic molecules in the gas phase 
and in non-polar solvents often involve free-radical intermediates 
Several further reactions of such intermediates can take placep 
including recombination, disproportionation, etc. Recent work 
has established that a further important reaction of the free 
radicals produced in such a system is intramolecular rearrangement 
or isomérisation» Detailed reviews of this topic are given by 
Fish [80j and Reutov
Radical rearrangements can be represented hs an attack 
by the free valency of the radical on some other bond in the 
radical. These reactions occur by intramolecular transfer of an 
atom or group, usually the hydrogen atoms
Urry and Kharasch[82] were the first to observe a 
skeletal rearrangements while studying the reactions between 
phenyl magnesium bromide and xieophyl chloride in the presence of 
cobalt chloride^tbuos
Ph - GM©p - GH„ . — ËSSSÏSÜffSÎELj. oCMo, - OEo - Ph
Later3 a similar type of skeletal rearrangement was 
revealed in cobalt chloride catalysed reactions between
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organoma^’iiasiuifi compoimcls and halogen derivatives [ 8 g in 
particular^ rear?:'angement v/ith lj>2 migration of the arjl 
group
s
Ph •• CH, -- ^-«CHo X '  ~ î  =■ ^CHp “• ^«GH, -> Ph
No roferoncea to the phenorymethylene radical 
PhoOoGE^ü could he traced* though the t'^ o following results 
are of some relevance. Hasuvaev and Terman [0 4 ] fonnd that 
dibehsylperoKydicarhonate deeomposes in solution in the following 
x?L\ys
PhoCHg oOi^oO.Oe, OoGHgvPh
V"
■200g
2[ph,CÎ!g .0]
H fs'Oia soiTQïit (bssjaene and iaopropÿl alcohol) 
d'
PhOHO -Î- P h G %  OE 
Furthermoreÿ Porter irradiated anlsole, and
found that It breaks down to give a iradical of the tjp© Ph« 0 » 
and not PhoO-CE^ «
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?ol Preparation of Ethylene Olycoi Diphenyl Ether
V I ! - —>.4—T - f:=r3t 1 jz *=112::.=—:—  Tin,fTc=^ttrcnM&=rLt&N*6L.TVtftT r- r r i rr7*rii3=v^grtrrg^iriaaate»a^JioUjj*rgPtaaajcrtt?r - ; - r - r - ' - j
1 {, 2 -cl 1 pliQ uQTcjQ thane ) |[06 ] o
NaOPh 4" Br.GHp oGEq .Br
PhoOoCHg-CHg, oO.Ph 4- 2HaBr
Sodium phenolate ivas prepared by dissolving phenol 
in concentrated sodium hydroziide in watar. It was filtered 
and washed with ether on the Buchner funnel to remove tiny 
unreacted phenol and also sodium hydroxide^ It vms dried 
under vacuvim (Yield 100^^ m«po 61°0).
Equimolar quantities of sodium phenolate (232 go) and 
ethylene dibromide (94 go) were mixed in xylene in $00 mlo 
RoE. flask. Some copper bronse was added to the mixture as 
catalysto It was then heated for 2 hr, at 140^G xylene was 
distilled off, the residue wa,s washed w i t h m t e r  to remove 
imreacted sodium phenate^ and extracted with ether, The 
desired other was obtained (Yield 6o°p m<»po 97^0, Literature 
mop. 97‘"0)
%  2 Pyr0 lyo igj of 1 ^ 2-Diphenoxyethane 
7 o 2.1 Pyro1js is in F low Heap tor
The ethe.r was pyrolysod in the flow reactor at 550^0 
(residence time I5 0 sec.) by the method described in Section 
The feed rate was controlled roughly, 4go of the ether was
lOQ
used* but at this temperature almost all of It was recovered as 
solid; and only 30 ml. of gases were eolleotecl^ The solid 
pyrolysate was dissolved in chloroform and a vapour-phaso 
chromatograph was taken (Apieson h colnmms IgO^O). Traces of 
phenol and anisole were readily detected; and there was also 
a ve:t\y small peak corresponding to the retention time of 
bensaldshydeo Honever5 in view of the very slight amount of
breakdown.; it was decided to confirm these products by means 
of a static pyrolysis.
7,2.II Pyrolysis in Static Reactor
The -8 ta,tie reactor (Fig. ) consisted essentially of a 
tube 9 inch long an 1 , 5  inch diameter, with a thermocouple 
pc5eket. The exit gases and liquids were passed through a coil 
where uni's acted py roly sand was condensed and returned to the 
reactoro The gases were collected as previously described for 
flow reactor, Nitrogen was passed through the apparatus for 
about 2 hr, before pyrolysis. The ether was melted and dropped 
in the reactor5 it was pyrolysed at 5 5 G®C for about 1 hr^
Much tar was produced and 200 mlo of gases*, and all 
the material; both from cold trap and from reactor; was 
collected in a single sample bottle' and g;as ohromatographod at 
1 5 0 Four products vjqtb identified and measured^ as shown 
in the table below.
static Reactor
To constant 
pressure 
collection 
device From metal melting: 
apparatus (f 1s #5)
8 liich.es
Thermocouple pocket
1*5.inches
Reton-èxon times (seca) for two dviplioate runs
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Compounds Pyro X Pyre II Control
Re lat 
Ainoun
BensGne 81 77 77 1 0 ^
^oiuen© 1 1 5 120 120 Zfo
Anisol© 2 1 7 210 212 25?ê
Phenol 5 4 0 3 6 0 3 5 0 6 5 ^
Ghromatographic conditions s
Go limn 8 Apoison L on ^^elite 545
Tempc 2 1 5 0 ^ 0
Gas flou rates 20 ml minute 
Sensitivitys XlO 
Detector Voltages 1250 volts *
2,III Analysis of ^%it GasesfjRiJ’-'c—  ' rn/T <ir.T,".r-ri?,;,fcÆ?AK3#yKse*TS=fi2L-a
CÔ =. ?8fâ 
CH|CH « 18^ 
Unaato hydrocai'bon = âf/o
1 0 2
8 DISCUSSION%T4*r: »
The produot-s detested in the pyrolysate san he 
tentatively aecounted for by the following scheme
PhO-GEnoQlL .OPh
PhOH GIL gCHaOPh
OHiCE PhOIl
^ [PhoOoOE, . j 4 [oGHgoO
Y/
PhoO
R® arrange m© nr.
transior 
"of n
‘C~ “ " —  ! o 0 o
V
PhoCHO 
-GO
GgHg
Disproportionation
I'
P h . G & O E
w
PhoGHgoOoGllfj opk 
's'
PhoCHO -Î- Ph.Ms
1 5 2-D iphe nosey ethane is eSctremely stable^ but at 
high temperatures it breaks down mainly by iP=- scission to 
phenol (65/0* Phenyl vinyl ether, which should accompany this. 
was not present in the pjrolysate but it is known [3^3 break 
down readily to phenol and acetylene (detected). Bensaldehydo 
vms not detectable in the pyrolysed products but its expected
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decarbonylation products, benzene (10/^) and carbon monosIde^ 
were observed. As would be expected, bensaldehyde will not 
survive at 550*^0 in a static reactor for 1 hro Nevertheless 
it %  possible that bensaldehyde is in fact produced during 
pyrolysis of 1 ^2-dipheno%yethane as shown'on p . %
There ideas can be applied to the earlier pyrolysis 
of 2-phenoxyethy1 acetate « It is possible that a similar 
mechanism operates in the pyrol^rtic production of bensaldehyde 
as suggested on page
Among other products detected in the pyrolysate from 
Ig2-diphenoxyethan© ??er® anisole (2 3 ?^ ) and toluene (2fo)o The 
production of toluene is interesting. It seems likely that it 
is yet another product from the phenoxymethylene radical« The 
phenoxymetliylene radical can form two isomeric products^ anise le 
and benzyl alcohol with the gain'of hydrogen o
[Ph.0 . 0 % ]  — ^ [PhoCDg .0. ]
+ H
V
PhoOoHe
P h o G %  OH Ph.GEO
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9o Pyrolysis of Benzyl xilcohol
Bonssyl alcohol was pyrol^^sed in a flow reactoro The 
following ooEipoimdo v;ore identified in the pyrolysate by 
gaa-chromatography by means of their retention times, as in 
the foilowIng tabl e.
Z%àlâ™âZ
Retention Time (oec.)
Oompounds Pyrolysate 0ontro1
Bens©no 51 50
Toluene 69 70
Bens aId ehyde 120 120
D i phe ny line t ban© 149 150
Dibensyl 1 7 0 172
Dlbenzyl ether 24® 245
Ghroraatographic conditions:
Columns 10^5 Silicon© high vacuum grease on Gelite 
545? mesh 80-120 
Golumn Temp© ratures 200® 0
Gas Flow Hates 25 ml miuo 
Detect ox* voltages 12 5 G v- % 10 sensitivity.
10!
This û D nfims the xnlew that toluene is in fact 
produced amongat other subetaiioes by the further décomposition 
of benzyl alcohols It is known from previous ?;ork [8 ? ] that 
dibenzyl ether yields toluene mnd hensaldehyde on pyrolysiso
Proposed direct study of the phenoxymotbylene radical 
To confirm these ideas fully, it is obviously 
desirable to study the behaviour of the phenoxymethylene 
radical, in solution or in gas-phase^ This radioaT should be 
produced by phenoxyacotjl ps rozide s
PhO « OE, o G 0 o 0 o 0 o OC o G .OPh 
With the loBs of carbon dioxide, it shotfld yield 
two phenoxymethylene radicals, whose behaviour could then bo 
studied. This peroxide does not appear to be known, but 
Mr. A. Fa,jaeskowski [SB] kindly attempted to prepare it, and 
to evalimte its stability^. He tried six préparaitioxxa by 
various methods, but without suoceao, though there was some 
indication by infrared spectrometry of a tramslent peroxide 
group at one stage, which was stable only in the réfrigérâtoro 
Due to the lack of time, this intex^esting idea could not be 
pursued further, but it is hoped that some 'future worker may 
complete the study.
lOo A B F E m i K  
Gas Analysis
The gaseous pyrvolysates were analysed in Hempefs 
absorption apparatus using the following solutions «
Acetylenes Alkaline potassium iodomereuric solution 
wao Tjrepared from more uric olilorid© ( 4 0  g. ), potassium iodide 
( 100 go ) 2 and sodium hydroxide (0 g»), dissolved in water and 
ma,de up to 220 mlo [90]o
Carbon Dioxides The solution employed was prepared by 
dissolving potassium hydroxide (60 go) in water which was then 
made up to 200 mlo
Unsatursoted Hycirocarbonss BroEÙns (60 a’«} was diaso3,ved 
in an aqueous solution of potassium bi’omide (10^) for this 
reagento
Carbon Monoxides An ammoniacal solution of cuprous 
chloride was prepared from cuprous chloride ( 4 0  go)? 15Q mlo 
of (30^?) ammonium chloride solution, and ccmcezitrated ammonia.
( 3 0  ml.)
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